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Abstract
Developing Christ- formed Families
by Cultivating the Fruit of the Spirit in the Home
Norman Andrew Hubbard
Using Bible study and other spiritual formation discip
lines, and drawing upon experimental data, this study attempts
to assess the formative influence of Scripture upon the culti
vation of the fruit of the Spirit in the lives of the
project participants, especially in the home environment. To
this writer* s knowledge, no previous studies have been done
to measure the formative influence of Scripture upon Christian
character viathin family relationships.
Chapter 1 provides an introduction to the study^ including
important background information about the contextual setting,
Haywood Street United Methodist Church in Asheville, North
Carolina. The hypothesis to be tested is given, as well as
the significance of the study. An overview of the types of
research and resources which have informed this study is
provided. An introduction to the methodology for the study
is supplied, with a fuller treatment in Chapter if, A project
chronology details the development of the study from idea to
implementation to evaluation. The writer also identifies his
theological position in approaching the study.
Chapter 2 provides a review of the literature representa
tive of the resources utilized for this study. The project
research was foundational in shaping the content of both the
group Bible study sessions and the project questionnaires.
A search for literature on comparable previous studies was
unsuccessful. There appear to be no previous studies on
family spirituality which test the formative influence of
Scripture on family character and relationships,, The review
of literature identifies sources in several fields relevant
to this study: general readings in Christian spiritual forma
tion, spiritual formation in the family, Bible references
(including commentaries on John 15 and Galatians 5:22-23),
and general writings on the fruit of the Spirit,
Chapter 3 contains a refined version of the lecture
material which was presented at the six group Bible study
sessions held April 2 through May 7f 1989 in the fellowship
hall of Haywood Street United Methodist Church, This section
includes brief introductory material on Christian spiritual
formation, threats to Christian family development, parental
responsibility for the spiritual nurture of children (especially
by lifestyle and example), family spirituality, Jesus the
true vine (the only source for Christian character cultiva
tion), and an introduction to the fruit of the Spirit, Then
each of the nine fruit of the Spirit is defined and discussed.
Attention is given here to "living" the fruit in our daily
lives, A concluding section offers hope and encouragement
for spiritual family gardening.
Chapter ^ outlines the methodology utilized for this
project. Attention is given to the planning done by the
Congregational Reflection Group and the doctoral candidate.
Implementation of the project included such pre-project items
as publicity and registration in an attempt to involve persons
beyond the Haywood Street congregation in the study. Informa
tion is provided on the acquisition and development of spe
cialized resource materials used in the study. Special atten
tion is given to the two questionnaires developed by the
doctoral candidate for use in this project. These two data-
gathering instruments provided the primary data used to test
the project hypothesis. Finally, a brief outline of the six
group Bible study and discussion sessions, held April 2 through
May 7, 1989, is given.
Chapter 5 presents and interprets the data gleaned from
this study, especially from the two project questionnaires.
This data is utilized to evaluate the merit of the project
hypothesis. Several conclusions reached as a result of this
study are given, and some important implications of this study
for Christian ministry are briefly noted as well.
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CHAPTER 1
Introduction
j^aturg and Scope of the Study
This study focuses upon the development of Christian (i.e.,
Christ-like) relationships within the family, Paul's nine
"fruit of the Spirit" in Galatians 5:22-23 are studied as a
scriptural model of Christian character and behavior. Attention
has been given to ways to embody these "fruit" in relationships
between husbands and wives, between parents and children, and
betv;een siblings. Because God commissions parents to provide
leadership in the home, this study emphasizes the role and
responsibilities of parents to lead the family in spiritual
formation.
It is not the intent of this study to deal with every
aspect of Christian family development (even though a successful
cultivation of the fruit of the Spirit will certainly produce
far-ranging effects). Rather, this project is an exercise in
family spiritual formation centered upon a particular group of
Christian virtues, the fruit of the Spirit, to determine how
we can faithfully and effectively implement them within our
family relationships. Certain individuals and families from
the congregation of Haywood Street United Methodist Church and
from the Asheville, North Carolina area participated in the
project. All family members above the age of two years took
part in the study.
2The primary target group for this ministry has been the
congregation of Haywood Street United Methodist Church, who
was encouraged through the Sunday school, the church bulletin
and pulpit announcements to participate in this study. Through
the district newsletter other United Methodists in our area
were invited to take part. Pastors and coordinators of family
ministries of local United Methodist congregations in the
Asheville, North Carolina area received individual communication
about this event by mail. Additional posters, mailings and
public service announcements were used to invite other Christian
congregations and the general public to participate in this
study.
Contextual Setting
Since June of 198? I have served as pastor of Haywood
Street United Methodist Church, a small congregation located
in Asheville, North Carolina (population 64�000). The roots
of Haywood Street Church reach back into the last decade of
the nineteenth century. This congregation evolved through the
merger of Riverside, Bethel and First Methodist Churches over
a period of several decades, and has worshiped at its present
site for some ninety- five years. Two additions have been
attached to the original structure, the most recent being a
tv/o-story education facility built in 1959. Including the
parking lot, the present physical plant and property comprises
a tiny city block. Haywood Street United Methodist Church is
located adjacent to the 1-2^0 expressway which connects east
and west Asheville,
3As early as 1906, the congregation's membership numbered
four hundred, Haywood Street was a thriving congregation very
active in missionary outreach. In 194? Haywood Street boasted
a membership of 633. Average Sunday worship attendance exceeded
two hundred as late as 1961,
The last twenty- five years have been a period of steady
decline as the community around the church site changed dras
tically, V/hat was once a white middle class neighborhood of
homeowners is now a commercial district. The residents who
remain nearby are largely lower income persons, many of whom
do not own their own homes. The number of non-Caucasians living
in this community has risen significantly. Two phenomena common
to many U,S, cities and towns, namely, "white flight" and the
depopulation of central urban areas, have affected the Haywood
Street neighborhood. Presently the membership stands at 197
with sixty- five persons worshiping on an average Sunday,
In an earlier era, the Haywood Street congregation experi
enced sustained biological growth and growth as a neighborhood
church. But in recent decades young adults have moved away to
raise their children in other communities. Furthermore, Haywood
Street Church has not effectively incorporated residents of its
current neighborhood into its constituency. The result is a
largely gray-haired congregation. A majority of its members
are over fifty years of age.
Even so, Haywood Street is a vibrant congregation that
still retains its historic missionary spirit, and genuine
Christian love pervades the community life of this congregation.
In addition to weekly Sunday school and worship, fifteen to
4twenty persons, on the average, attend Wednesday night Bible
study taught by the pastor. The United Methodist Women and
the youth group are active in providing opportunities for
Christian growth, fellowship and service. For the congregation
as a whole, there are seasonal events to highlight the church
calendar.
Hypothesis to Be Tested
The hypothesis to be tested is: "Families who faithfully
study and yield to the transforming power and principles of
God's Word will experience an increasingly Christ-like character
in their family relationships. Specifically, as family members
begin to embody the fruit of the Spirit, their home will begin
to reflect a particularly Christ-like nature,"
SiCTificance of the Study
Disciplined spiritual grov/th is needed in Christian homes
because Christian homes are not immune to sin. The human con
dition of sin, both inside and outside of the family circle,
presents significant struggles for the Christian home. Persons
who proclaim faith in Christ experience strained relationships
with spouses, parents, children and siblings. Christians abuse
family members verbally and physically, get divorced and abandon
family responsibilities. To say that these things should not
be so does not change reality. As the overt Christian presence
in our society becomes more and more diluted, the need for
Christian spiritual formation in the home becomes all the more
cri tical.
As a parent of two young children (ages nine and seven)
and as a pastor who hears the parental struggles of parishioners.
5I am acutely aware of the difficult responsibility of guiding
children into the path of faith and discipleship. I also
realize that the home is the arena where I most frequently
reveal the shortcomings of my Christian character. Home is
where we let our hair down and expose our true selves, "warts
and all." Yet if we are to succeed in training our children
in the way of Christ, we must teach them by example, and not
by quoting Scripture alone.
The family is the basic social unit of human culture and
of God's created order. By studying the characteristics which
reflect a mature and faithful Christian life (i.e., the fruit
of the Spirit), and by yielding to the recreating power of the
Holy Spirit, our families and homes will become more Christ-like.
As this occurs, our congregations will become more Christ-like.
And thus our collective Christian witness and transforming
influence ("salt of the earth") will pulsate with greater
integrity and power.
The aim of this project has been to assist Haywood Street
Church families in cultivating the fruit of the Spirit. V/e
also hoped that this project would be an effective channel of
outreach to new families who face these same struggles. This
study and formational experience has been an attempt to minister
to the current Haywood Street congregation and also provide a
port of entry for others who need the fellowship and nurture
of Christ and His Church. This project vdll also help us to
evaluate the hypothesis for the study.
6Types of Research
Biblical Research
By its very nature, this study is grounded in Scripture.
Careful exegesis of Galatians 5:22-23 provides the primary core
of biblical research. Attention has also been given to other
Scripture passages which refer to the Christian virtues listed
by Paul in Galatians 3:22-23 and to the biblical guidelines for
family relationships. Insights from the related imagery of the
fifteenth chapter of the gospel of John are utilized as well.
Descriptive Research
Several research guides were consulted for this study,
including Religion Index One. Comprehensive Dissertation Index
and Research in Ministry. From the information available to
this researcher, it appears that a project focusing upon family
spiritual formation has not previously been done.
Library Research
Books, periodicals and other printed materials were con
sulted to consider the meaning of the fruit of the Spirit of
Galatians 3:22-23. Also, resources focusing upon the Christian
formation of the family have been scrutinized.
Participants' Feedback
Participants in this project provided weekly feedback
about the on-going formational experiences in their home
settings. This informal data has been incorporated into the
project evaluation in chapter five.
Questionnaires
Each participant above the age of ten filled out two
questionnaires, one each at the beginning and at the end of
7the project. Responses to these questionnaires provide the
primary data for evaluating the changes that occurred in each
individual during the disciplined spiritual formation of the
project period.
Methodology
Foundation Stage
In accordance with the Doctor of Ministry guidelines at
Asbury Theological Seminary, a Congregational Reflection Group
(CRG) comprised of nine members of the Haywood Street congrega
tion was formed in 1988, This group met with me monthly from
September, 1988 through May, 1989. Several members of the CRG
read books on the fruit of the Spirit and on Christian family
formation prior to the implementation of the project. Over a
two year period prior to the project, I assembled a working
bibliography for this study. After consultation with Dr,
Steve Harper, my faculty advisor, I submitted my proposal for
this project, which Dr, Harper approved in January, 1989.
Design and Planning Stage
Planning for this project grew through the CRG at Haywood
Street United Methodist Church, I expressed to the group my
interest in developing a project for spiritual formation in
the family centered around the fruit of the Spirit named in
Galatians 5:22-23. The CRG supported this project and has
contributed valuable suggestions for its implementation.
The basic structure of the project included six weekly
sessions of about ninety minutes each. Each session included
a time block of Bible teaching material covering the particular
"fruits" of the Spirit addressed during that session, Partici-
8pants in the project were asked to bring a Bible, notebook and
pen for personal study and notes. In addition to the study
material which I presented to the older youth and adults,
materials specially prepared for younger children were used
by lay persons to teach children aged two through ten years.
Ms, Frances Ingle taught a class of pre-school children using
the Agapeland Character Builders book and cassette series on
the fruit of the Spirit produced by Agapeland Press. Ms. Libby
Cook taught the six to ten year olds using the Fruit of the
Spirit Series written by Carole MacKenthun and Paulinus Dwyer
and published by Shining Star Publications, Children over the
age of ten years met with the adults for the Bible study period.
Afterward, the eleven to sixteen year olds, led by Ms. Edel
Seay, met separately for group discussion and reflection, Ms,
Deana Reynolds provided nursery care during each session. All
project participants v;ere encouraged to ask questions and
discuss the material presented.
At the first session, I gave a brief introduction to the
project. All participants over the age of ten then completed
a pre-project questionnaire. During our first session each
household received a guide sheet of Scripture texts for daily
home devotions, study, discussion, prayer and implementation
of the fruit of the Spirit. Six daily readings were provided
for each week of the five week study. Each family was asked
to keep a journal of their study and formational experiences.
The Scripture texts prepared for daily home reading and study,
combined with the weekly group Bible study sessions, provided
the formational V/ord needed to develop Christ-like relation
ships vd-thin our families.
9Sessions two through six included opportunities for
feedback regarding each family's formational experience during
the previous week. During the sixth and last session a post-
project questionnaire was completed by participants over the
age of ten. Responses on this data gathering instrument are
compared with those on the pre-project questionnaire to determine
the change in Christian " frui tfulness" for each participant.
To provide some sense of control and stability for this
study, each family was encouraged to attend all six seminar
sessions. Furthermore, each family utilized the same weekly
Scripture texts as a foundation for spiritual formation within
their family relationships. This insured a common ground for
all study participants. At the same time, insights and experi
ences vary from one person to another and from one family to
another, just as each individual's relationship v/ith Christ
is unique. The small group sharing time each week allowed
this multiplicity of insights and experiences to enrich all
of us.
This was not a scientifically controlled study. Partici
pants were those who responded to invitations extended to the
Haywood Street congregation and to the community in and around
Asheville, North Carolina, This is not a random sampling of
the general population or even of the Christian community.
The conclusions reached at the end of this study must take
these facts into consideration.
Project participants constituted a covenant community
for the duration of the study. We agreed to attend each of
the six study sessions, if possible, and to faithfully follow
10
the daily home disciplines of Bible study, discussion and
implementation of the fruit of the Spirit. Our mutual covenant
also included a willingness to share our successes and failures
in trying to cultivate the fruit of the Spirit in our daily
family relationships.
Pro.iect Chronology
The Congregational Reflection Group of Haywood Street
United Methodist Church held its initial meeting on September
21, 1988. At this meeting I gave the group a brief overview
of the Doctor of Ministry program at Asbury and of the purpose
of the CRG. I shared my interest in developing a project
focused upon cultivating the fruit of the Spirit within family
relationships. At the October 12, 1988 meeting the project
title, "Developing Christ- formed Families by Cultivating the
Fruit of the Spirit in the Home," was discussed and approved.
At the November 2, 1988 meeting of the CRG, the decision
was made to schedule the project for six consecutive Sunday
evenings beginning April 2, 1989. During the December 7, 1988
meeting I read part of my project proposal to the group, which
they supported fully. Discussion also focused upon ways to
publicize the study, since our desire was to include persons
outside the Haywood Street congregation as an outreach ministry.
At its January 4, 1989 meeting, the CRG examined sample
materials designed to teach children about the fruit of the
Spirit. The group recommended that these materials be purchased
for use in the project and for additional use later by the
children's department of the Haywood Street Sunday school.
The Administrative Council approved this purchase at its
11
meeting on February 5, 1989. Two members of the CRG with
public school teaching experience, Ms. Kirby Connolly and Ms,
Judy Gibbs, examined the fruit of the Spirit activity books
in depth and made suggestions about which activities to use
for the seven to ten year old group.
The CRG met twice in March, 1989 to finalize preparations
for the project. No meeting was held in April. On May 10,
1989 the group met for its last session to evaluate the
project. The six study sessions were held in the fellowship
hall of Haywood Street United Methodist Church on April 2, 9,
16, 23, 30 and May 7, 1989.
Data Tabulation and Evaluation
The primary data for analysis in this study comes from
the two questionnaires completed by the project participants.
These questionnaires (discussed in more detail in chapter
four) included both multiple-choice and open-ended questions.
These instruments were designed and utilized to provide some
objective means to evaluate the project hypothesis. The
doctoral candidate tabulated the data from these question
naires. Those findings are discussed in chapter five, as is
the feedback supplied during the informal discussion times of
the study sessions.
Theological Position
Certain theological assumptions have shaped my approach
to this study. I believe that the Bible is God's authorita
tive Word for Christian faith and living. I believe that in
His Word God offers true and dependable guidelines for the
Christian in all human relationships, including the family.
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Paul's fruit of the Spirit are the virtues which exemplify
true Christian character in a person's life. These are not
natural qualities developed by human effort. The fruit of the
Spirit are, rather, supernatural qualities nurtured and har
vested through our sustained relationship with Jesus Christ,
Only our union with Christ, the true vine (cf, John 15), makes
the "harvest of the Spirit" possible. I assume further that
God's grace is sufficient to cultivate this fruit in all who
are willing to yield to the nurture of the Holy Spirit in
their lives. It is, in fact, God's desire that we become
spiritually "fruitful," This theological position guided my
journey through this project.
Identification of Resources
Resource persons who have contributed to the completion
of this project include Dr, Harold Burgess, director of the
Doctor of Ministry program at Asbury Theological Seminary; Dr,
Reginald Johnson, former director of the Doctor of Ministry
program; Dr, Steve Harper, my faculty advisor; other ATS
faculty and staff; members of the Congregational Reflection
Group at Hayv/ood Street United Methodist Church and the par
ticipants in the doctoral project (including, and especially,
my own family).
Research facilities which I have utilized include the
libraries at Asbury Theological Seminary, Duke Divinity School,
the University of Kentucky, Mars Hill College, Montreat-Anderson
College and Pack Memorial Library in Asheville, North Carolina,
CHAPTER 2
Literature Review
My first real exposure to the discipline of spiritual
formation came through my participation in the Doctor of
Ministry program at Asbury Theological Seminary. In January
of 198? Rev, Steve Martyn shared from his experience in the
doctoral program at the Institute of Formative Spirituality
as he taught our "Spirituality and Ministry" class at Asbury,
One year later Dr, Steve Harper was my teacher for a "Seminar
in Spiritual Formation," Participation in these tv/o courses
introduced me to a number of resources in the field of spiritual
formation and provided a significant background for this
project. Additional source material was secured by following
suggestions provided in our "Dissertation Writing and Field
Research Method" class at Asbury and by way of library legwork,
A representative group of the literature researched for this
project is reviewed here. The bibliography at the end of this
paper contains a complete listing of the sources consulted
and used for this project.
Previous Studies
From an examination of the research guides and literature
available, it appears that no previous study has focused upon
the spiritual formation of persons within family relationships.
Yifhile some earlier projects have dealt with such family
spiritual matters as disciplined Bible reading and prayer, they
14
do not attempt to assess the spiritual growth of family
members. As far as can be determined, therefore, no prior
project has tried to evaluate the formative effect of Scripture
study upon the character and behavior of family members within
the family unito
General Readings in Christian
Spiritual Formation
In order to get this project off on the proper footing,
I felt that our study group needed a brief introduction to the
concept of spiritual formation. Several excellent books
helped me to prepare for that introduction. One of those is
Professor Robert Mulholland's book, Shaped by the V/ord; The
Power of Scripture in Spiritual Formation. In Shaped by the
Word, Dr, Mulholland tells us that "Christian spiritual forma-
tion is the process of being conformed to the image of Christ."
This is perhaps one of the most concise definitions of Christian
spiritual formation. The premise of Dr, Mulholland' s book,
that there is transforming power available to the Christian who
submits to the Word of God spoken through Scripture, is central
to the hypothesis of this study. Chapter five of Shaped by the
V/ord. "Information Versus Formation," was especially helpful
for this project. Rather than reading Scripture to absorb
data (informational reading), formational reading of the Bible
"means we come to the text with an openness to hear, to receive,
to respond, to be a servant of the Word rather than a master
'Mc Robert Mulholland, Jr, , Shaped by the Word (Nashville:
Upper Room, 1985), 2?,
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of the text."^
Susan Annette Muto's book, Pathways of Spiritual Living,
gives a glimpse through several of the basic windov/s of
spiritual formation. Dr. Muto introduces the formative dis
ciplines of prayer, silence, meditation, journaling, reading,
service and others. Drawing upon her rich Roman Catholic
heritage, Susan Muto properly portrays spiritual formation as
an ever-widening, ever-deepening process of growth. She also
refers to reading formatively. "As disciples of the word, we
remain open to divine directives. V/e focus our attention on
the text at hand and let it speak to our here and now situation.
Simultaneously, we abide with the text and apply its meaning
v/herever possible to our lives."-^
For introductory background in Wesleyan spiritual formation,
Steve Harper's book Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition
proved most helpful. Understanding a man as complex and influ
ential as John Wesley is not easy, but Dr, Harper presents a
concise, understandable overview of Wesley's approach to
spiritual living. Whereas Christians often view spirituality
as a separate pious compartment of our daily schedule, Professor
Harper reminds us that spirituality is integral to all of v/hat
we are and do. "We take a giant step forward in Christian
devotion when we see it more as a life to be lived than as a
time to be observed. Consequently, it is more appropriate to
%ulholland, 54.
^Susan Annette Muto, Pathways of Spiritual Living (Garden
City, NY: Image, 1984), 77.
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speak of a 'devotional life* than a 'devotional time."'^
Dr, Harper's attention to the social or communal dimension
in V/esley's spiritual formation (the "Christian conference")
parallels a significant aspect of this study, spiritual forma
tion within family relationships. In his chapter on "Christian
conference," entitled "Life Together," Professor Harper notes
that "no one can develop a mature spirituality alone. To be
a Christian is to be called into community,"^ The most basic
human community is that of the family unit, Wesley's societies,
classes and bands provided the dynamic settings for Christian
nurture, accountability, discipline and service. The same
opportunities exist� indeed, are scripturally commanded�
vdthin the Christian family,
A second book by Steve Harper was also foundational for
this project. Embrace the Spirit: An Invitation to Friendship
^jyith God is the first in the Spiritual Formation Series by
Victor Books, The books in this series, for which Dr, Harper
is the general editor, are written by faculty members of
Asbury Theological Seminary, In Embrace the Spirit, Steve
Harper presents some of the misconceptions and obstacles which
hamper Christian growth. He also identifies the nature of
true Christian spirituality, that is, to become Christ-like in
character, "IVhile ?/e never become Christ (messianic complex),
v/e can become 'like Christ,' In fact," Dr. Harper declares.
^Steve Harper, Devotional Life in the Wesleyan Tradition
(Nashville: Upper Room, 1963), 18,
^Harper, Devotional Life. 34�
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"I believe this is the most important teaching in the New
Testament outside of the call to conversion."^
Embrace the Spirit is a thorough and reliable guide along
the path of becoming "like Christ." The author deals with
elements of spiritual formation which seem contradictory yet
are in fact complementary. Spiritual formation includes both
discipline and delight, both being alone with God and being in
fellowship v/ith God's people, both private meditation and
public service.
Since this project focuses upon the fruit of the Spirit
in spiritual formation, the following comments by Professor
Harper were affirming for this study:
If the gifts of the Spirit describe what we do�
conduct, the fruit describes who we are� character.
... Spiritual formation emphasizes the cultivation
of the fruit of the Spirit, because in so doing we
increase the characteristics of Christ in our lives.
He is the perfect revelation of the fruit, and through
the Holy Spirit, those same qualities are manifested
in and through us, 7
Gordon MacDonald's book, Ordering Your Private World.
powerfully confronted me about my own need for spiritual gar
dening. MacDonald's book speaks directly to Christians trying
to maintain spiritual health and order in the midst of hurried
schedules and chaotic lifestyles. His use of a sinkhole to
illustrate a human life devoid of a spiritual foundation is
vivid and to the point.
This book offers practical, step-by-step guidance by
^Steven Harper, Embrace the Spirit. (V/heaton, IL: Victor,
1987), 18.
'^Harper, Embrace the Spirit. 37.
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addressing the issues of motivation, use of time, wisdom and
knowledge, spiritual strength and restoration. MacDonald's
gardening imagery in chapter ten provided some useful common
ground with this study.
When I first spied the title of Judith C. Lechman's book,
The Spirituality of Gentleness. I jotted it down as a possible
source to illuminate "gentleness," one of the nine virtues in
Paul's Galatians list. Closer inspection and reading revealed,
however, that this volume deals with far more than just one
segment of Christian fruitfulness. With gentleness as her
point of departure, Ms. Lechman travels broadly and deeply
in reflecting upon the Christian life. This is a rich and
solid book .on spiritual formation. It is concentrated and
concise, grounded firmly in Scripture and nourished profitably
Vilth the written testimonies of the saints from across the
centuries. Ms, Lechman elaborates on such components of the
spiritual life as av/areness, openness, devotion, belonging,
surrender, obedience, humility, mercy, healing, giving, power,
righteous anger and love.
Spiritual Formation in the Family
In 1984 Ernest Boyer's book A V/ay in the World was
published. That same book is now released under a new title
which more clearly describes its content: Finding God at Home:
Family Life as Spiritual Discipline, In contrast to Christian
hermits v/ho seek fellowship with the divine in some isolated
desert sanctuary, Boyer compaigns for a vital spirituality in
the midst of daily family interaction and experience.
The spirituality of the family is, then, a calling;
it is also a spiritual journey. If the spirituality
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of life on the edge must follow [the Egyptian hermit]
Anthony's pattern of slow progression further and
further away from people and closer and closer to
the presence of God, so too is this spirituality
marked by a halting progression, but its progression
is nearer and nearer to people and a gradual recog-g
nition of the love that marks God's presence there.
Boyer, a hospital chaplain, makes excellent use of stories
and anecdotes to show the incarnation of divine love in various
human relationships. Chapter eleven, v;hich relates how tv/o
multi-family covenant communities operate, was interesting but
not as helpful as the material focused upon more traditional
family settings.
A book by David and Karen Mains, Living. Loving. Leading:
Creating a Home That Encourages Spiritual Growth, offers an
evangelical perspective on the responsibility of parents to
provide spiritual leadership in the home, especially the father.
Commenting on Ephesians 5:23-24, David Mains writes, "Headship
means that the husband assumes ultimate responsibility for the
spiritual well-being of his family. In other words, the
husband/father is to see to it that the atmosphere of the
9
home is conducive to spiritual health."^
David and Karen Mains, who co-host the nationwide "Chapel
of the Air" radio program, deal with such issues as leadership
styles in the home and integrating faith values in family
decision-making. In a chapter written by Karen Mains we read:
^Ernest Boyer, Jr., Finding God at Home (San Francisco:
Harper and Row, 1988), 17.
^David Mains and Karen Mains, Living. Loving. Leading
(Portland, OR: Multnomah, n.d.), 32.
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Every Christian family must determine how the spiritual
life is going to be "found" in its private life; and
each parent must evaluate if the forms that are
linked to spiritual activities are actually helping
spiritual discovery or if they are hindering it.
The call here is for a family spirituality that is both biblical
and relevant.
Guiding God's Children: A Foundation for Spiritual Growth
in the Home is written by the Catholic monk Tolbert McCarroll,
This book offers a rather non- traditional look at spiritual
formation, at least from a Christian point of view, A self-
described "Christian humanist," (p, 2), McCarroll seems to
identify all of humanity as the Church, the people of God (see
p. 106). The author integrates spiritual insights from a
variety of Christian and non-Christian sources in sort of a
melting pot approach to spiritual formation.
Probably the most valuable book I found on family spiritual
formation is The Ordinary Way; A Family Spirituality, Written
by Ms. Dolores R, Leckey, a Catholic layperson, this fine book
is now, unfortunately, out of print, Ms, Leckey, a wife and
mother of four grown children, blends deep spiritual insights
together with ordinary daily living. In writing this book Ms,
Leckey used the Rule of St, Benedict, a pattern for monastic
living, as a model for spiritual order and vitality for the
family. Chapters focus on such topics as intimacy, authority,
prayer, solitude, play, study. and hospitality. Her discussion
of family spirituality as related to "play" and "hospitality"
offers helpful material not commonly found in other volumes.
Mains and Mains, 158.
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Several periodical articles address the issues of faithful
family living, "God's Plan for the Home" is Dr, Billy Graham's
article in the May, 1988 issue of Decision magazine. There
Dr, Graham affirms the necessity of a biblical foundation for
every home.
The journal Studies in Formative Spirituality turned out
to be a real treasure chest for this project, especially the
November, 1981 and February, 1986 issues, since each has mul
tiple articles on family spirituality. The November, 1981
issue includes the article, "Downhome Spirituality for Ordinary
Families," by David M, Thomas, Thomas views family spirituality
from several angles. He says that "Family spirituality is one
that emphasizes acceptance, basics, communication, dailyness,
1 1
earthiness, fidelity and generativity," By "basics," Thomas
refers to spirituality in the context of the family's ordinary
routine, while "dailyness" is his reminder that family spiritu
ality is a continual, day to day experience. Family spiritu
ality is "earthy" because it encompasses marital sexuality and
intimacy, "Generativity" speaks to the spiritual dimension
of procreation.
In the same issue of Studies in Formative Spirituality.
Daniel Didomizio and Jacqueline Haessly present their article,
"Spiritual Formation and Family Life," The authors look at
this topic from both sociological and theological perspectives,
Didomizio and Haessly comment on family spiritual formation
as: "1) a way of living with others; 2) a v/ay of viewing and
David M, Thomas, "Downhome Spirituality for Ordinary
Families," Studies .in Formative Spirituality 2, no, 3 (1981): 449.
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living out the meaning of life; 3) a way of celebrating life,"
Ernest V/hite's article, "The Role of the Home in the
Religious Development of Children" (Revievj and Expositor.
Spring 1983), underlines the crucial influence that home life
has upon the spiritual nurture of children. White addresses
six biblical qualities "required in Christian personhood,
, , , They are: love, trust/confidence, commitment, peace,
growth and forgiveness/grace." As do several spiritual
formation writers. White maintains that growth is normative
for Christian living,
Bible Reference
In order to be faithful and accurate in teaching on the
fruit of the Spirit during this study, I consulted a number of
Bible reference works, I compared the renderings of Galatians
3:22-23 in the follovdng English versions, paraphrases and
translations: The King James Version, The New King James
Version, The Revised Standard Version, The New International
Version, The New American Standard Bible, Today's English
Version, The New English Bible, The Jerusalem Bible, The Living
Bible, and the renderings by J.B. Phillips, William Barclay,
William Hendriksen and James Moffatt.
The NIV Complete Concordance by Edward W, Goodrick and
John R* K ohlenberger. III helped me to scan the Scripture in
''^David G, Didomizio and Jacqueline Haessly, "Spiritual
Formation and Family Life," Studies in Formative Spirituality
2, no. 3 (1981): 374.
^ ^Ernest White, "The Role of the Home in the Religious
Development of Children," Review and Expositor 80, no, 2
(1983): 232.
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search of passages with words and themes related to the fruit
of the Spirit vocabulary of Galatians 3:22-23. Strong's
Exhaustive Concordance of the Bible provided similar assistance.
Strong' s also provides a Greek word identification and numbering
system to help locate references for particular Greek words.
To further "get at" the meaning of Paul's fruit of the
Spirit terms, V;,E, Vine's word study volume, An Expository
Dictionary of New Testament Words was helpful. The one-volume
edition of the Theological Dictionary of the New Testament
prepared by Geoffrey W. Bromiley was usually the first source
I consulted to obtain the basic meaning of Paul's Greek terms.
The Interpreter's Dictionary of the Bible, the newly revised
International Standard Bible Encyclopedia and the Beacon
Dictionary of Theology were valuable in providing biblical
background material on words and themes relevant to this study.
Since the "true vine" imagery of John 13 is so crucial to
the biblical and theological founaation of this study on the
fruit of the Spirit, seven commentaries on the gospel of John
v/ere consulted. Volumes by C,K, Barrett, Rudolph Bultmann and
J.H. Bernard provide commentary on the Greek text of John's
gospel. On the English text, A,M, Hunter's work, The Gospel
According to John, offers a brief summary of the "true vine"
passage, while Raymond E. Brown's volume in The Anchor Bible
series supplies a prolific discussion of the pericope. Com
mentaries by Leon Morris and R,C.H, Lenski proved valuable as
v/ell.
Thirteen commentaries on the book of Galatians were
consulted to gain background material on Galatians 3:22-23.
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Four of these, commentaries by F.F, Bruce, Hans Dieter Betz,
Ernest DeV/itt Burton and J.B. Lightfoot, are of the more
technical variety and deal directly with the Greek text. Of
these four. Burton's A Critical and Exegetical Commentary on
the Epistle to the Galatians was especially concise and valu
able for this study. Additional commentaries by William
Hendriksen, R.A. Cole, William Barclay, R,C,H, Lenski, George
S. Duncan, Herman N, Ridderbos, John Calvin, as well the
pertinent volumes of The Interpreter's Bible and The Expositor's
Bible Commentary, were utilized for this study. In addition,
William Barclay's book. Flesh and Spirit; An Examination of
Galatians 3:19-23. provided helpful word study-type background
on the Greek terms used by Paul to identify the fruit of the
Spirit.
General Writings on the Fruit
of the Spirit
After getting the proper exegetical foundation through
biblical resource material, I turned to a selection of general
writings on the fruit of the Spirit. These writings represent
a less technical and more popular approach to the fruit of the
Spirit, Though not intended for the academic market, each of
these books supplies insightful applications of fruitful
Christian living which are faithful to the biblical text. The
authors are male and female, lay and ordained Christians,
originating from three continents and representing Baptist,
Presbyterian, United Methodist, Assembly of God and Mennonite
traditions,
Dr, Tom Langford's book. The Harvest of the Spirit, offers
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a devotional look at Galatians 5:22-23, seasoned by the poetry
of his wife, Ann Marie Langford. John W. Sanderson in The
Fruit of the Spirit and Stephen F. Winward in Fruit of the
-�^l^^^it take sort of a Bible study approach to Galatians '^\ZZ-Z'^.
These two volumes couple sound scholarship with understandable
practicality.
W. Phillip Keller's book, A Gardener Looks at the Fruits
of the Spirit, is also a Bible study- type volume. Keller's
perspective, however, is that of a naturalist. Keller combines
the agricultural imagery of Scripture with that from his own
vocational experience to teach about cultivating Christian
fruitfulness.
Dr. Tim LaHaye's book, Spirit-Controlled Temperment.
deals v.ath human temperments and behavior. Dr. LaHaye addresses
various types of distorted human character and personality.
Then he describes hov/ the Holy Spirit transforms those temper
ments into Godly personalities.
Four additional volumes offer illustrations and applica
tions for cultivating the fruit of the Spirit in daily life,
Jahn M. Drescher's Spirit Fruit is especially rich in anec
dotes and illustrations. Fruit of the Spirit by Ron Hembree,
Spiritual Harvest by Mary Lou Carney and The Spirit-Controlled
Life by Dick Mohrman combine study and application in clear
and concise fashion. Each of these more popular volumes has
been w^ritten to encourage the readers to cultivate the fruit
of the Spirit in their lives. Thus these books fit in perfectly
with the goal of this doctoral project.
This project is an attempt to interv/eave the directives
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of Scripture, Christian spiritual formation and Christian
family development as they intersect through the fruit of
the Spirit, The project bibliography, a sampling of which
has been reviewed in this chapter, has provided the sub
stantive material for the teaching portion of the study. The
lectures for the weekly group study sessions are presented
in chapter three.
CHAPTER 3
Christian Home Gardening
Christian Spiritual Formation
The message of the gospel of Jesus Christ is a message
of transformation, God invites us to experience the trans
formation from darkness to light, from estrangement to fel
lowship with God, from despair to hope, from death to eternal
life. It is a miracle of God that human lives can be transformed
into the likeness of Christ, The transformation of human lives
is a work of God's grace through the Holy Spirit alive in us
and through us.
While v/e reverently acknowledge that those lives which
reflect the nature of Jesus Christ are a v/ork of God's grace,
v/e must also acknowledge that Christ-like lives are cultivated
only through disciplined human submission to the Holy Spirit,
Christians are both "born" (John 3:3ff.) and "made" (cf, Romans
12:2), In both our birth and in our growth God supplies the
miraculous power v/hile we supply the surrendered will for
transformation. Christian spiritual formation is concerned
with disciplined growth (shaping, forming) into the image of
Christ, It is an intentional, disciplined submission to the
sanctifying and edifying work of Christ in our lives.
Christian spiritual formation utilizes such ancient and
GodJ-honored disciplines as Scripture reading, prayer, silence
and meditation as channels for spiritual transformation into
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the image of Christ. Yet spiritual formation is by no means
limited to private pious practices. Christian spiritual forma
tion reaches the heights and depths and stretches to the
farthest horizons of human life. As Judith Lechman notes,
"� � . our relationship with God is neither remote nor removed
from the frustrations and joys we encounter in everyday living.
Walking with God is a personal daily reality built on the
stepping-stones of discipleship."^^
United Methodist pastor and author Maxie Dunnam elaborates
further:
To be a Christian is to change. It is to become
new. It is not simply a matter of choosing a new
life-style, though there is a new style. It has to
do with being a new person. The new person does not
emerge full grown. Conversion, passing from death to
life, may be the miracle of a moment, but the making
of a saint is the task of a lifetime. The dynamic
process of saint-making is to work out in fact what
is already true in principle. In position, in our
relation to God in Jesus Christ, we are new persons;
that is justification. Now our condition, the
actual life we live, must be brought into harmony
vdth our nev; position. That is the process of
sanctification. 15
As Lord of our lives, Christ is concerned not only vdth
family prayers but also with family priorities. He is concerned
not only vdth our Bible reading but with our behavior too, Dr,
Steve Harper says that spiritual formation "is a lifestyle, not
a program; a relationship rather than a system; a journey
instead of a roadmap. It calls us into holy partnership vdth
''^Judith C. Lechman, The Spirituality of Gentleness (San
Francisco: Harper and Row, 1987;> 1
^^axie Dunnam, Alive in Christ (Nashville: Abingdon,
1982), 28.
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God for our spiritual development."
This project, then, is not really a group Bible study as
commonly understood. An in-depth look at Galatians "^xZZ-Z^ is
central to the project, to be sure. But this project is better
understood as a disciplined spiritual formation experience.
The purpose of participating in this five week journey is not
merely to study the fruit of the Spirit and learn what they
are, but to develop, to cultivate those fruit in our lives,
especially within family relationships. Thirty carefully
coordinated daily Scripture readings provide focus and formation
regarding our relationship with Christ and the fruit of the
Spirit.
Threats to Christian Family Development
Running counter to the gracious nurturing Spirit of Christ
are a myriad of hollow and even demonic voices vying for influ
ence in our lives. Young children and teens are especially
vulnerable to the threats of sexual perversions and promiscuity.
Child molestation and teenage pregnancy horrify parents and
inflict deep emotional scars upon our children. Factor in the
death sentence of AIDS, the terror of drugs and the nightmare
of teen suicide and we have frightening foes threatening the
family.
Recent; scandals involving elected officials and church
leaders v/orry parents in search of reliable role models for
children. Traditional moral values and personal integrity
appear to be waning in American society. The epidemic of
Harper, Embrace the Spirit. ?.
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divorce wreaks havoc upon family stability. Persons who are
committed to life-long marital faithfulness and a biblical
lifestyle are frequently lampooned through public media.
Cultivating a stable Christian family in this environment is
sometimes threatening and always challenging, "Family structures
and values as we have traditionally known them are changing
before our eyes. It is not easy to be a parent today, and our
children will likely face a �new world' when they reach the
1 n
age of parenting," '
The force behind the threat to Christian family develop
ment is SIN, Sin threatens Christian family growth both inside
and outside the family circle. Jesus Christ described His
follov/ers as "the salt of the earth" and "the light of the
world" (Matthew 3: 13-16). We are indeed commanded to influence
and transform society around us. But until our Lord brings
His kingdom to completion, evil will still abound around us.
We cannot totally avoid the danger of sin. But we can, by the
grace and pov/er of God, cultivate Christ-like characteristics,
the fruit of the Spirit, in our families.
Even though our families may not even faintly resemble the
character of Christ, our situation is not hopeless. As Fr,
Tolbert McCarroll writes:
The essential issue is not "Do we have a fully
Christian family life?" but rather "Are we attempting
to make our family a Gospel community?" I f we are,
we have already offered to our children an appropriate
environment for growth. After all, Jesus did not
1 7
'Steve Harper, "Family Spirituality," Challenge to Evan
gelism Today 21, no. 2 (1988): 3.
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come to congratulate the successful but to encourage
the struggling:
It is not the healthy who need the doctor, but
the sick, I did not come to call the virtuous
but sinners (Mk 2:17).^8
Parental Responsibility for the
Spiritual Nurture of Children
In an article entitled, "Transmitting Values to New Genera
tions," Mary M. Cole writes: "Nothing is more of a responsi
bility of parents than to transmit to their children the values
they care about, especially their love for God. Even as
the discipline of spiritual formation reminds us that spiritu
ality is basic to all of life, Ernest White points out that
faith development is central to the home's raison d' etre:
Talking about the home in the religious development
of children is almost like talking about the value
of nutrition in eating. There may be other reasons
for eating, but nutrition is basic. Likewise, in
the Christian perspective, religious development is
a basic reason for the home, 20
This is very clearly God's plan for the family, to be a
household of faith. Parents are charged by God vd.th the re
sponsibility of leading their children to a personal relation
ship with God, "The basic reason for unhappiness in our homes,"
writes evangelist Billy Graham, "is that we have departed from
21
God's Word, We have refused to acknovdedge God's plan,"
'�Tolbert McCarroll, Guiding God's Children (Ramsey, NJ :
Paulist, 1983), 19-20,
''^Mary M, Cole, "Transmitting Values to New Generations,"
Studies in Formative Spirituality 7, no, 1 (1986): 21.
^^Ernest White, "Role," 231.
^^Billy Graham, "God's Plan for the Home," Decision 29,
no. 3 (1988): 2,
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And truly, as Dr. Charles Stanley points out, God is in a
unique position to direct the human household.
He has the right to tell us how to raise our children
because in reality they are more His than ours. He
created them. He sustains thtdr lives moment by
moment, He sent His Son to die for them and purchase
them for Himself, and He is the One who has prepared
for them an eternal dv/elling place. They are ours
for only a little while; they are His forever
In Ephesians 6:4 fathers are commanded to raise their
children "in the training and instruction of the Lord." V/here
there is no father present, this responsibility would obviously
fall upon the mother or guardian of the child. In two-parent
households it is a Joint responsibility of the father and the
mother, though the father should accept the role of spiritual
leadership in the home, "As a Christian parent, we accept the
gift of children as a promise given by the Lord that we are
invited to share in a participating way in the ongoing forma
tion of life,"^^
A very important Old Testament passage reveals the compre
hensive nature of the parental task, Deuteronomy 6:4-7
commands God�s people to love the Lord completely. Further
more, in revealing His lav/s, God commands all v;ho would be
faithful to "impress" those lav/s "on your children. Talk about
them when you sit at home and when you v/alk along the road,
when you lie dov/n and when you get up,"
^^Charles Stanley, How to Keep Your Kids on Your Team
(Nashville: Oliver Nelson, 1966), 23,
^^Annetta T, Wallace, "Christian Parenting as Anticipation
of the Mystery," Studies in Formative Spirituality 7, no, 1
(1986): 91.
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It is a command of God for parents to diligently teach
their children the V/ord of God and to talk about the laws of
God in the d^dly, ordinary activities of life. Being faithful
to this responsibility is not only obedient, it is also smart.
The psalmist says, "Unless the Lord builds the house, its
builders labor in vain" (12?: la). A family built upon any
foundation other than the Lord's foundation is bound for
disappointment and failure. But a house of faith cannot be
built on just praying, teaching and reading the Bible. To be
truly "foundational," God's principles must be LIVED in the
home. "When it comes to life values, the teaching without
words must precede the use of v/ords, or the words will never
be fully understood. The life before v/ords are understood
begins in the home in the life of the little child, "^^
Children Learn by Example
"Parents are ... alv;ays forming influences on their
children. ... For good or ill, and v/hether they are av;are
of it or not, parents have a real and lasting effect on their
2S
children's life formation." Once, while traveling through
the parking lot of a shopping mall, I saw a bumper sticker
that read, "Children need examples, not critics." I do not
know if the driver of that car v/as a Christian or not, but
there certainly is a barrel of Christian truth in that slogan
that most of us parents need to hear and hear loudly. One
^^Anna B, Mow, Preparing Your Child to Love God (Grand
Rapids: Zondervan, 1983), 23.
^^David E, Nowak, "Formative Parenting: Formed, Forming,
and Being Formed," Studies in Formative Spirituality 7, no, 1
(1986): 79.
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researcher noted that "Although a child may not be able to
express it verbally, his family experiences tell him whether
or not he is valuable; v;hether or not he can count on the
family for support; and whether or not fellowship with God is
desirable, "^^
A familiar expression is, "I'd rather see a sermon than
hear one anytime!" Applied to the development of faith and
discipleship in our children, this expression reminds us that
the actions of parents are far more influential than words in
the shaping of our offspring. Mother and author Mary White
writes:
We need to live as though v/e are the only avail
able source of spiritual training for our children.
God holds parents responsibile for the training they
receive. Many other inputs are excellent, but
parents contribute the primary spiritual training
in a child's life. 2?
One university professor in the field of spiritual forma
tion, Adrian van Kaam, reminds us of the influence of our
character: "Spiritual formation of others requires that v/e
offer ourselves to them as a good subject for imitation and
identification. Not what we teach but who we are counts
p o
here." Our behavior WILL influence our children, positively
or negatively, no matter what the content of our verbal instruc
tion has been. As professor van Kaam notes, "If there is a
Joyce Huth Munro, "The Family: Cradle of Spiritual
Development," Reviev/ and Expositor 75, no, 1 (1978): 51.
^'^Mary V/hite, Growing Together (Colorado Springs: NavPress,
1981), 17.
p o
Adrian van Kaam, "Disposition Formation in Childhood,"
Studies in Formative Spirituality 4, no. 3 (1983): 379.
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noticeable gap between our life form and our words, our
pq
presence may be disappointing and deformative," ^
The point becoming clear here is that our actions speak
louder than our words. In research which identified key
characteristics common to strong families, Nick Stinnett and
John DeFrain found that
All the talk of religious belief, spiritual
heritage, faith and whatever would be only empty
talk were it not for the fact that for our strong
families, the primary expression of their spiritual
dimension is in everyday life. They literally
practice what they preach, 30
To be effective in nurturing our children as disciples of
Jesus Christ, we had better practice what we preach. In other
words, our goal is to fulfill the goal of this project� to
develop Christ- formed families by cultivating the character
of Christ, the fruit of the Spirit, in the home. The ramifi
cations of parental influence are related vividly in the prose
of Dorothy Law Nolte, "Children Learn V/hat They Live":
If a child lives with criticism. He learns to
condemn.
If a child lives with hostility. He learns to fight.
If a child lives with ridicule. He learns to be shy.
If a child lives with shame, He learns to feel
guilty.
If a child lives with tolerance. He learns to be
patient.
If a child lives with encouragement, He learns
confidence.
If a child lives with praise. He learns to
appreciate.
If a child lives with fairness. He learns justice.
If a child lives with security. He learns to have
faith.
^^van Kaam, "Disposition," 379.
^^Nick Stinnett and John DeFrain, Secrets of Strong
Families (New York: Berkley, 1983), 116.
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If a child lives with acceptance and friendship, He
learns to find love in the world, 31
Attention to this task cannot begin too soon, Dr, Paul
Meier claims that "approximately 83 percent of a person's
ultimate personality is formed by the time he is six years
32old," The v;ords of Louise Wyly, then, are truly wise: "The
mind of a child is like sealing wax that needs to be stamped
while it is hot in order to leave an impression, "^^ "Train up
a child in the way he should go," the Scripture says, "and
when he is old he will not turn from it" (Proverbs 22:6),
Family Spirituality
Given the understanding of spiritual formation as fully
life-encompassing, and given that parents have a divine mandate
to nurture their children spiritually in the daily comings and
goings of life. Christian households provide the arena for
what might be called family spirituality or family spiritual
formation. Professor Thomas Langford of Duke Divinity School
writes that "people together as a family are the primary com
munity in which daily spiritual nurture takes place, , , �
God has given families to enrich and test, to renew and stretch,
to guide and thwart family members, 3k
^''Dale Crowley, ed, , Heart Blessings (Washington: National
Bible Knov/ledge Association^^ 1973), 48.
^^Paul D, Meier, Christian Child-Rearing and Personality
Development (Grand Rapids: Baker, 1977), 3-4�
^^Louise B. Wyly, "Impressions That Last," Decision 30,
no. 1 (1989): 14.
^^homas A. Langford, Prayer and the Common Life (Nashville:
Upper Room, 1984), 71.
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The Scripture emphasizes the vital role of the family in
spiritual nurture, "In the economy of God, the family becomes
the foundational formative unit on earth, "^^ Family spirituality
"touches the total style of life by which the family in its
existential situation moves toward wholeness, and by which its
members follow the way of Jesus towards the Kingdom, "^^ Dravdng
upon ideas from Ernest Boyer's A Way in the World. Steve Harper
lists sixteen elements related to family spirituality:
1, The family provides the arena for caring and
nurturing,
2, It teaches the necessity and blessedness of giving,
3� It helps members develop resiliency and flexibility.
It creates a worldview and a vision for what life
can be,
3. It facilitates the experience of parental "letting
go,"
6, It teaches us to recognize and appreciate the
value of routine and ordinary life,
7� It creates a healthy sense of dependency and
appreciation for others,
8, It gives us a sense of connection vdth the past
and future,
9� It allov/s the space needed for individuality to
grow and mature,
10, It trains us to live vdth life as it is, v/hile
fostering motivation to improve it,
11, It gives us ample opportunity to practice the
art of forgiveness,
12, It teaches us how to play, and hov/ to appreciate
the value of play.
13, It instills the qualities of humility, acceptance,
service, etc,
14, It offers essential direction in matters of
morality, religion, and values,
13, It provides a living model for children of v/hat
marriage is to be,
16, It leads us to discover God and commit ourselves
to Him, 37
Harper, Embrace the Spirit. 101,
Didomizio and Haessly, 374*
Harper, "Family Spirituality," 3.
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Stinnett and DeFrain found that a significant faith
provides a significant stability for strong families, "A belief
that life has meaning and purpose helps members of strong
families to maintain their perspective. They aren't swamped
by temporary troubles. Their outlook on life stays positive
and confident, "^^ The opportunity before us as families, then,
is to develop those anchoring principles of faith. This is
accomplished only through a cultivated relationship with God.
The first vocation of the family, asserts Henri Nouwen, is "to
create that spacious inner solitude in which the great Love
can appear, the great jealous God, who wants our total loyalty
and commitment."-^^ Edward Thornton agrees: "The enrichment of
family life occurs ... to the degree that the family's purpose
is not to enrich itself but to subordinate itself to the worship
of God and the enjoyment of His Presence in the family's cor
porate life,"^^
Jesus, the True Vine of Life
The modern family, then, faces a quandary, God the creator
commands parents to nurture children along a righteous path to
faithfulness. God also commands children to obey their parents
(Ephesians 6:1 et al). And all disciples of Jesus are directed
to take on the nature of Christ (Ephesians 4:22-24), Yet the
^^Stinnett and DeFrain, 106,
-"^^Henri J,M. Nouwen, "Spirituality and the Family,"
Weavings 3, no, 1 (1988): 9.
^^Edward E, Thornton, "Raising God-Consciousness in the
Family," Reviev; and Expositor 73, no, 1 (1978): 88,
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disease of sin which permeates humanity prohibits full obedience
to these divine commandments. Human attempts to model the
character of Christ, the fruit of the Spirit, are doomed to
failure without divine pov;er, "Most teachings on the fruit of
the Spirit only document v/hat the fruit is and leave its produc
tion to the hearers. So, naturally, disciples despair because,
try as they might, they never seem able to manufacture the
fruit,"^^
This is a critical point. The fruit of the Spirit listed
by Paul in Galatians 5:22-23 cannot be manufactured by human
endeavor. In the fifteenth chapter of the gospel of John we
find a vivid image given to us by Jesus himself concerning our
ability to produce "fruitful" lives (see John 13: I-"!?). Jesus
alone is the real, true, genuine vine from Whom spiritual life
flov/s. And only as v/e are Joined to Him can v/e possibly bear
His fruit, the fruit of the Spirit. It is, v/rites Maxie Dunnam,
"the experience of the indwelling Christ [which] is the heart
and nerve of our Christian pilgrimage. "^^ Divine work needs
divine pov/er.
V/e have two great spiritual needs. We have a need
for forgiveness� that was met at Calvary. We have a
need for goodness� that was met at Pentecost, V/e
need the atoning work of Christ for eternal life. We
need the attuning work of the Holy Spirit for our
internal life. 43
^^Mark Rutland, "Fake Fruit," Good Nev/s. Jan.-Feb. 1989: 26.
^^Dunnam, 23.
^^Henry Gariepy, "The Fruit of the Spirit," The War Cry
30 Aug. 1986: 9.
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The fruit of the Spirit are not human qualities that we
learn and practice and develop by mere human effort. The fruit
of the Spirit are supernatural characteristics of Christ which
can be possessed and cultivated only through a sustained per
sonal relationship with Jesus Christ. In commenting on this
passage in John's gospel, British scholar C.K. Barrett put it
this way:
John is speaking of the union of believers with
Christ, apart from whom they can do nothing. This
union, originating in his initiative and sealed by
his death on their behalf, is completed by the
believers' responsive love and obedience, and is the
essence of Christianity, , , , A branch detached
from the parent vine can bear no fruit; it is
v/orthless and useless, , , , Only in Christ can
Christians live. In him there is the fruitfulness
of true service to God, of answered prayer, and of
obedience in love, ^4
The Fruit of the Spirit
The New Testament speaks of both gifts and fruit of the
Spirit, The gifts and the fruit of the Spirit are similar in
that they are both supernatural manifestations of the power of
God at v;ork in human lives. But there are important differences.
The various gifts of the Spirit are distributed among individual
Christians as God determines (see 1 Corinthians 12:1-11). Not
all Christians possess all of God's gifts of the Spirit. Pos
session of one set group of gifts of the Spirit is not to be
considered as a minimum standard for legitimate Christianity.
According to Scripture, God's plan for distribution of His
gifts is diversity, not uniformity.
^^C.K, Barrett, The Gospel According to St. John. 2nd ed,
(Philadelphia: Westminster, 1976), 470,,
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The fruit of the Spirit are not, in God's order of things,
distributed individually and separately. Paul uses the singular
Greek form KokyOTTo^ for fruit, not the plural form KcXycrrfO^: .
"This indicates," writes V/ayne Caldwell, "that each element is
needed to make up the complete unit, like the separate petals
of a flower or the single grape of a cluster. "^^ The entire
nine-fold group of the fruit of the Spirit is to be understood
as the normative collection of characteristics for every
Christian, Says Dr. Tom Langford, "The fruit of the Spirit is
to be characteristic of all those who are in Christ. "^^ Robert
C, Roberts of Wheaton College agrees and elaborates further:
In the New Testament to be a Christian in any deep
sense is to bear the fruits of the Holy Spirit. But
what are the fruits of the Spirit? They are
character- traits, traits of human personality: to
possess them is not really to possess something,
in the ordinary sense, but to be something. It is
to be characterized in a certain way; it is to bear
in one's person the imprint of the Spirit of God, 47
Love
The world-famous biblical scholar William Barclay once
v/rote, "it is said, that, in Gaelic, if a lad loves a lass there
are tv/enty different ways in v/hich he may tell her so! In
English there is but one word for to love, and that word must
do duty for many feelings, "^^ To properly grasp the meaning
^^Wayne E. Caldwell, The Fruit and Gifts of the Holy Spirit
(Marion, IN: Wesley, 1979), 6.
^^Thomas A. Langford, The Harvest of the Spirit (Nashville:
Upper Room, 1981), 15.
^"^Robert C. Roberts, "The Fruits of the Spirit," The
Reformed Journal 37, no. 2 (1987): 10.
^^William Barclay, Flesh and Spirit (London: SCM, 1962), 63.
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of "love" among the fruit of the Spirit we must address the
several Greek words which are translated as "love" in English.
Dick Mohrman, in his book. The Sioiri t-Controlled Life, provides
the following definitions:
Eros: The word eros is generally used to describe
love between the sexes� the expressed love between a
man and a v/oraan. Eros almost always has a predomi
nantly physical side to it, but its expression is
not necessarily sexual.
Phileo: This is the highest word for love in the
secular Greek. Phileo implies a warm, intimate rela
tionship of the body, mind, and spirit. Phileo
includes the physical side of love� the kiss, the
hug�but its definition is much broader than that
of eros.
Storge; The meaning of this word is extremely
limited in the secular Greek, Storge describes the
kind of love that is demonstrated between family
members. It is the love between a parent and child
or between brothers and sisters.
Agape is the highest form of love and is found so
seldom in secular Greek that its use remains unclear.
The fact of the matter is, the v/ord agape was born
in the heart of Christian circles. It was not used
accidentally, either, because it describes a new
kind and quality of love. It literally means "the
love of God." You and I are capable of producing
eros. phileo . and storge love, but we are incapable
of producing agape love. 49
Agape is the Greek word used by Paul in his list of the
fruit of the Spirit. V/hereas in common secular English usage
the v/ord "love" might be justifiably spelled s-e-x, c-o-v-e-t
or l-u-3-t, the Christian understanding of love is defined by
the spelling C-A-L-V-A-R-Y (cf, John 3:l6; 1 John 3:l6). In
his first epistle John writes, "God is love. Whoever lives in
love lives in God, and God in him" (4:l6b). Love is the central
^^Dick Mohrman, The Spirit-Controlled Life (South Plainfield,
NJ: Bridge, 1984), 4-3.
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characteristic of God and His people. In summing up the command-
ments of God, Jesus cited two love commandments as the core of
human faithfulness to God (Mark 12:28ff.). "The love agape
� � . seeks to be possessed rather than to possess, to follow
Another's will rather than our ov/n, to bear and endure his
burdens rather than ours, to believe and hope wearing his yoke
rather than one of our own making. "^^
John Drescher, in his book Spirit Fruit, writes that
" [Agape] is love, not mere emotion, , . . Agape is the love
that gives, sacrifices, and has compassion. The will controls
this love� Aga]3e love wills to love not only when people
deserve love but when they do not deserve it."-^ The love
derived from the Holy Spirit is totally unselfish, spontaneous
and unconditional.
In examining the nine facets of the fruit of the Spirit,
love looms larger than the other eight. Love stands first in
the list v/ritten by Paul, The final eight virtues are seen as
various expressions of OLyoLTTI^. British Baptist pastor Stephen
Winward writes: "Love is like a white ray of light; the other
virtues are the colors into which it is broken. So he who has
love has all the other virtues: he who is without love has
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none of them."-^
^^Lechman, 36,
^"�john M. Drescher, Spirit Fruit (Scottdale, PA: Herald,
1974), 34.
^^Stephen F. Winward, Fruit of the Spirit (Leicester:
Inter-Varsity, 1981), 61-62,
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^^^^e is an unconditional love and desire to obtain the
highest good for others. Fruit of the Spirit love values highly
tne worth of each human life, Arape is sensitive to the needs
of others and puts their needs first. "It is this unconditional
love that will enable us to be transformed by Christ into the
image of God,"^^
V/hen such a love is displayed in the home, the self-esteem
of family members is elevated, a most valuable progression.
Karan Marshall writes, "A positive self-image is probably the
most important gift a parent can give a child. "^^ Professor
Myron Chartier reminds us that
One task of family spirituality is to provide
family members with a sense of well-being and
w^holeness that is rooted in a positive sense of
self-v/orth. , , . Family spirituality gives us the
responsibility to regard the care and nurture of each
other's self-worth as a sacred trust. As family
members affirm the self-esteem of each other, they
contribute to each other's well-being, capacity to
reach out to others, and ability to relate to God. 55
It has often been said that we humans tend to hurt the
people we love the most. Tolbert McCarroll writes that "the
greatest failure of modern Christian life is in loving those
56who love us."-^ The home is the crucible in which otyoLTTr^ is
most severely tried and tested for most Christians, yet it also
^%allace, 97,
^^aran Marshall, Living the Faith With Young Children
Nashville: Graded Press, 1978), 17.
^^Myron R. Chartier, "Family Spirituality," Military
Cha-plains' Review 17 (Winter 1978): 11.
^%cCarroll, 17.
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"contains within it the drama of ongoing death and resurrection
that is the essence of Christian spirituality,"^*^
0 V
In his commentary on Galatians, Dr. F.F. Bruce asserts
that "peace and joy are spiritual twins. To have peace with
God ... is to be reconciled to him, and it is those who have
been reconciled through Christ that have the greatest cause to
rejoice in God (Rom. 5:11)."^^ Dr. William Morrice, who teaches
at St. John's College in Durham, England, studied the various
words used to describe joy in the New Testament. Some eleven
groups represent 326 references in the New Testament. The root
word chara. "joy," and charein. "to rejoice," represent "the
most common expression for joy" in the New Testament, accounting
for 141 of 326 occurences, Chara is the word used by Paul
to identify joy in Galatians 3:22.
"'Joy� (chara) is the virtue in the Christian life cor
responding to happiness in the secular world. On the surface
they seem related. But happiness depends upon circumstances
whereas joy does not."^'^ In his book, A Gardener Looks at the
Fruits of the Spirit. Phillip Keller elaborates on this point:
37
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7
Dolores R. Leckey, The Ordinary V/ay (New York: Crossroad,
1982), 3.
F.F. Bruce, The Epistle to the Galatians: A Commentary
on the Greek Text (Grand Rapids: Eerdman's,. 1982), 232.
59�^^V/illiam G, Morrice, Joy in the Nev; Testament (Grand
Rapids: Eerdman's, 1984), 70.
^^Frank E. Gaebelein, gen. ed. , Romans-Galatians. vol, 10
of The Expositor's Bible Commentary (Grand Rapids: Zondervan,
1976), 498.
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Joy and happiness are not the same.
Each springs from a totally different source.
One comes from the world around me. The other
originates directly with the Spirit of the Living
God.
Happiness is conditioned by and often dependent
upon what is "happening" to me. It is irrevocably
bound up either with the behavior of other people,
the sequence of events in my life, or the circum
stances in which I find myself.
Joy is a divine dimension of living not shackled
by circumstances.
This joy springs from the presence of God in a
person's life. It is frequently referred to as "the
joy of the Lord," or "joy in the Holy Spirit, "6l
"The Lord is both the Source and the Object of this joy."^^
New Testament joy, a fruit of the Spirit, is not a naive
plastic smile that is oblivious to the stark realities of human
experience. This joy is not dependent upon good health or
material well-being. Advocating Christian joy is not to be
confused v/ith modern prosperity theology, Tom Langford writes
that "Life filled by the presence of God, in whatever circum
stances, is joyful; this may come through laughter or tears,
health or illness, adequate or inadequate conditions in external
life."^^
Christian joy is not circumstantial�it is a divine attri
bute alive within us. "Spiritual joy is different in that it
rises from a source that is pure,"^^ Few have identified it
A 1
�'W. Phillip Keller, A Gardener Looks at the Fruits of the
Spirit (Waco, TX: Word, 1966), 93-94.
^^Mohrman, 19.
^^Langford, Harvest. 22.
^^Donald Gee,
Gospel, 1928), 26.
The Fruit of the Spirit (Springfield, MO:
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more poignantly or majestically than Mary Lou Carney:
True joy is an integral part of the Spirit- filled
life. It is the gladness that radiates from the
redeemed; it is the delight that dances in the eyes
who have met Jesus face to face. Christian joy
lasts past Christmas� through the muck of March, the
swelter of July, the freezing rains of November.
V/hy? Because our source of joy is not the celebration
of Christmas; it is the Christ of Christmas, , , ,
Joy is not a mask we tape onto our faces, but rather
a source we tap into by turning our eyes fully upon
God in all his forgiving majesty and pov;erful
availability, 65
Scripture has much to say to us about joyous living. "The
joy of the Lord is your strength," we read in Nehemiah 8: 10.
Psalm 30:11-12 speaks of the marvelous transformation that takes
place in our lives when God is at work in us. Next door to the
Psalms, Proverbs 17:22 tells us one of the benefits of a joyful
attitude: "A cheerful heart is a good medicine, but a crushed
spirit dries up the bones," Physicians of both mind and body
have found this to be true� a cheerful heart improves mental
and physical health,
Joy is the natural result of a life forgiven by God through
Jesus Christ. In John 15:11, Jesus says to His disciples, "I
have told you this so that my joy may be in you and that your
joy may be complete," For those of us not present when Jesus
addressed His disciples, 1 Peter 1:8 promises the same joy to
us: "Though you have not seen him, you love him; and even
though you do not see him now, you believe in him and are
filled with an inexpressible and glorious joy." These jubilant
promises help us to see how Paul could exhort his fellow
^%ary Lou Carney, Spiritual Harvest (Nashville: Abingdon,
1987), 26-27.
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Christians, "Rejoice in the Lord always, I will say it again:
Rejoice!" (Philippians 4:4; cf, 4:11).
But even though through Christ we have indescribable joy,
it is not always evident. As one observer noted, "Too many
Christians today look like they've been baptized in lemon
juice, "^^ Why is this so? John Drescher speculates that
"Lack of joy may be the result of spiritual immaturity. Unripe
fruit is sour. Only v/hen the sun has ripened and mellowed the
fruit does it become sweet and luscious, "^'^ For Christian fruit
to mature, it must be Son- ripened. Mature joy knows the
value of a sense of humor. Adrian van Kaam writes:
Mature spirituality is marked by a gentle sense
of humor, which is an expression of the joyful life.
The humorous disposition is due to the gift of en
lightened appraisal. Such appraisal unmasks over-
concern as a pretense of human pride. We may, move
through life as if the fate of humanity rests on
our shoulders. We make our project the center of
the universe, its success the measure of our impor
tance. We bend under the burden of exaggerated
responsibilities, 69
The presence of Christ brings joy to our lives as we
fellowship v/ith Him. Joy is celebration and praise, casting
out gloom and replacing it with praise and thanksgiving. There.
is, for the Christian, joyful music in the ordinary events of
^^Henry Gariepy, "The Fruit of the Spirit," The War Cry 30
Aug. 1986: 9.
^'^Drescher, 121.
^^George Sweeting et al, Son-Ripened Fruit (Chicago: Moody,
1986), 3.
^^Adrian van Kaam, The Roots of Christian Joy (Denville,
NJ: Dimension, 1983), 22.
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life. Family education consultant Margaret Sawin reports the
findings of one researcher regarding joyful expression, "in
her book, How to Helip Your Child Have a Spiritual Life, Annette
Hollander states that over ^0% of her interviewees mentioned
music and singing as an enjoyable experience in childhood and
they contributed to lasting spiritual growth, "'^^ Similarly,
Mary V/hite writes, "Many times praise flows more easily through
music than through spoken words. Children, along vdth their
parents, can learn to praise and worship God through songs that
honor him and his word."''^^
Not only music and singing, but leisure, play and recrea
tion also enrich the joyful pleasure of family experience.
These outlets do not create joy, but provide effective channels
of expression for joy. Perhaps play is a means of grace for
God's channeling of joy, Didomizio and Haessly write:
V/e look at celebration in two ways, play and ritual.
Play is after all re-creation, a re-creative waste
of time. Hiking, swimming, and a pick-up game of
soccer on a Sunday afternoon; picnics and plays and
concerts; rolling dov/n the hill on the grass and
the sand�all are forms of play and need not be
limited to children only. As adults we also need
play in our lives.
In the spiritual formation of the family, then, v/e
ought to pay as much attention to the quality of
play as we do to the significance of ritual.
The responses of children bear out this need. In a very
'^^Margaret M. Sawin, "How the Family Shapes Religious
Believing and How Religious Education Can Shape the Family,"
American Baptist Quarterly 3, no. 1 (1984): 39.
"^Vlary V/hite, 66.
'^^Didomizio and Haessly, 378-79,
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interesting book entitled, If I Could Change My Mom and Dad.
the words of a seven year old boy are recorded: "If I could
cha[n]ge my Dad to play v/ith me more of [the] tin (time) because
he nardley [sic1 plays v/ith me,"*^^ There is joy in play, and
there is joy simply in the enjoyment of our family when we
give them time, attention and love. Our family is a gift
from God to us to honor and enjoy. "To experience Christ's
love," writes one seminary professor, "is to experience new
life in him, but to give that new life in the formation of a
child's character is to discover a dynamic pov/er and joy
within one's life in Christ, ""^^
The more we experience the marvelous life that is ours
through Christ, the more we realize our cause for celebration.
"Who has more right to joy than a Christian! All other 'joy'
is ahallov; and hollov/. But the Christian has a deep fountain
of joy which still runs full v/hen the cisterns of the world
75
are ary, "
Peace
In common parlance, "peace" refers to those periods of time
v/hen fighting comes to a halt. When Syrians and Israelis stop
sending rockets and fighter planes against each other, v/e call
it peace. But actually there is only quiet, not peace, just
'^^Bill Orr and Ervdn Lutzer, If I Could Change My Mom and
Dad (Chicago: Moody, 1983), 43.
^^iyron R, Chartier, "A Theology of Parenting: An Incama
tional Model," American Baptist Quarterly 3 no, 1 (1984): 80,
"^^Drescher, 86,
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like when members of a family have an argument, go to their
separate rooms and slam their individual doors. Afterward
there may be a period of quiet, but there is certainly no
peace.
The biblical term "peace" is a rich and comprehensive
concept. The Hebrew word, "shalom,"
one of the most significant theological terms in
Scripture, has a wide semantic range stressing various
nuances of its basic meaning: totality or complete
ness. These nuances include fulfillment, completion,
maturity, soundness, wholeness (both individual and
communal;, community, harmony, tranquility, security,
v/ell-being, welfare, friendship, agreement, success,
and prosperity, 76
The Greek word for peace used by Paul in his list of the
fruit of the Spirit, ��jOV^v\^^ "is roughly equivalent to the
Hebrev/ shalom. But, though it is related to this word, it
also means more. Above all, peace is God's gift to man,
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achieved by him at the cross of Christ."''
As v.lth all the fruit of the Spirit, v/e experience peace
only in proper fellov/ship v/ith God by the pov/er of the Holy
Spirit and through faith in Christ Jesus, Many centuries ago
St, Augustine recognized this as he addressed God v/ith these
v/ords: "You made us for yourself and our hearts find no peace
until they rest in you,"*^^ There is no peace for humankind as
long as v/e shut God out of our lives, "'There is no peace,'
says the Lord, 'for the wicked,'" (Isaiah 48:22),
The starting place for peace, then, is to make peace v/ith
'^^PConald] Youngblood, "Peace," The International
Standard Bible Encyclopedia, rev. ed.
'^'^Gaebelein, 498.
'^^Augustine, Confessions, trans, R,S, Pine-Coffin (New
York: Penguin, 196I), 21.
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God. "Before pure peace can come into a life, there must be
the rooting out, pulling down, destroying, throwing down of
false ideals, gods, attitudes and thought processes. " Peace
with God is God's gift to us v/hen we surrender our hearts to
Him. Peace replaces guilt when v/e confess our sins to God and
accept the sacrificial atonement of Jesus to effect our salva
tion. Peace replaces anxiety v/hen we trust God to care for
our daily needs. As one writer put it, "You can have the peace
of God amidst the most turbulent circumstances. Peace comes
not from the absence of trouble, but from the recognition of
the presence of God."^^
In 2 Corinthians 5:18-19, Paul tells us that God reconciled
us to Him through Christ. In Romans 5 the message is the same�
through Jesus Christ v/e have peace. And because v/e have God's
peace, v;e become God's peacem.akers, "Blessed are the peace
makers," Jesus said in the Sermon on the Mount, "for they will
be called sons of God" (Matthew 5:9).
The peace of God stems from a reconciled relationship v/ith
God. It is a peace of mind against the turbulent storms of
life. A Kansas woman once discovered this great truth on a
gift shop plaque v/hich read:
Sometimes God stills the storm
To calm His frightened child.
Sometimes He lets the storm rage
And calms His child instead. 81
"^^Ron Hembree, Fruit of the Spirit (Grand Rapids: Baker,
1969), 43.
^^James Alexander Stewart, Reproductions (Asheville, NC:
Revival Literature, 1966), 18.
S^Stinnett and DeFrain, 109.
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Christian peace is also an attitude of reconciliation toward
others.
Peace is the spirit and soul of persons so
imbued Vvlth the presence of God's Gracious Spirit
that they are not easily provoked: They are not
"touchy," They are not irritable or easily enraged.
Their pride is not easily pricked. They do not live
like a bristling porcupine with all its quills
extended in agitated self-defense,
Disagreements are bound to surface in the home. Handling
them from the perspective of peacemakers rather than as ad
versaries will yield wholesome results, "Disagreements are
part of life and children can learn in a positive manner when
AX
parents use fair methods to resolve conflicts,"
By the same token, the family environment can produce a
devastating impact upon young lives. Says Ernest White, "The
home holds the greatest power in the development of peace in
3Jiy person's life, , , , When peace is destroyed in the home,
there are few other places v/here the disintegration can be
totally overcome, "^^ The plea of one eight year old girl
underscores the painful impact of family feuds: "If I could
change my Mom and Dad I'd ask them to stop fighting and my
Mom to stop yelling. "^^ Peace in the home is possible only
when families sustain a vital relationship with the Prince of
Peace, Jesus Christ, and exhibit Christ-like behavior among
themselves.
^'^Keller, 106-7,
^^Cole, 24.
^^Ernest V/hite, "Role," 233.
^^Orr and Lutzer, 97.
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Patiennp
When we come to the next two fruit of the Spirit in Paul's
list we get into a bit of confusion because of differences
ajTiong the modern translations of the tv/o terms in the Greek
text, ^io^KpO^z^ tc^ and ^^^^or J . The major Bible
versions agree in translating the first three virtues in Paul's
list as love, joy and peace. The King James Version renders
the next fruit as "longsuf fering," but most modern versions
translate it as "patience." The KJV lists the fifth virtue as
"gentleness," while later versions translate ^[^/'^(fToTj^^ as
"kindness." ("Gentleness" is the English translation in most
modern versions of the eighth fruit in Paul's list). To
maintain some consistency and to reduce confusion in this
study, we will refer to the fourth and fifth virtues in Paul's
list as "patience" and "kindness."
The fruit of the Spirit are divine attributes characteris
tic of the triune God�Father, Son and Holy Spirit. Therefore,
one of the best v;ays for us to learn how to cultivate these
virtues in human relationships is to study the nature of God
and His relationship to us. In learning and cultivating
patience, we stand in awe of the patience, the "longsuf fering,"
the "forbearance" of God tov/ard a world of rebellious, sinful
human beings. Psalm 86:15 testifies to the amazing patience of
God: "But you, 0 Lord, are a compassionate and gracious God,
slov/ to anger, abounding in love and faithfulness,"
Because of His great love for us. God holds back His
wrath and judgment for a gracious period of time. God patiently
waits to give everyone the opportunity to repent and receive
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His forgiveness. This point is made clear in 2 Peter 3:9:
"The Lord is not slov; in keeping his promise as some understand
slowness. He is patient with you, not wanting anyone to perish,
but everyone to come to repentance," In v/riting to his young
friend Timothy, Paul testifies to the gracious patience of
Christ in his own life:
Here is a trustworthy saying that deserves full
acceptance: Christ Jesus came into the world to save
sinners�of whom I am the worst. But for that very
reason I was shovm mercy so that in me, the worst
of sinners, Christ Jesus might display his Unlimited
patience as an example for those who would believe
on him and receive eternal life" (1 Timothy 1:15-16),
This does not mean that God will tolerate our sin and
indifference indefinitely. The door to God's house will not
remain open forever. But the generous forbearance of God's
grace illustrates powerfully the character of divine patience.
That's quite a contrast to "the American prayer for patience
or
, , , 'Lord, I v/ant patience, and I want it right now,'"
The late William Hendriksen once wrote that this fruit of
the Spirit (patience) "characterizes the person who, in relation
to those v/ho annoy, oppose, or molest him, exercises patience.
He refuses to yield to passion or outbursts of anger,"
British scholar F.F, Bruce said that "If in English v/e had an
adjective 'long-tempered' as a counterpart to 'short-tempered,'
thenyCC^Ky^ofi2f4^C�i could be called the quality of being �long-
tempereo.. ' "
^%enry Gariepy, "The Fruit of the .Spirit.," The War Cry. 13
Sept. -1986: 9.
^^illiam Hendriksen, Exposition of Galatians, (Grand
Rapidst Baker, 1968), 22Zf.
^^Bruce, 253.
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There are two principal Greek terms for patience. One,
� /
VTTb/60T<>^ , has to do with the way we deal with circumstances.
The other, ^^K^OoQVyOcCCi, used in Paul's list of the fruit of
the Spirit, has to do with the way we relate to people.
Patience is by nature, then^ more concerned with enhancing
human relationships than with tolerating unpleasant circum
stances.
Patience is not mere passive endurance. "Patience," writes
Phillip Keller, "is that powerful attribute that enables a man
or a woman to remain steadfast under strain, not just standing
still but pressing on. Patience is the potent perseverance
that produces positive results even under opposition and
suf fering."^^
Pastor Stephen Winward points out that patience must be
multi-faceted, "Patience is a virtue which must operate in
three dimensions in three relationships. We need to be patient
v/ith God, with other people and with ourselves. "^ ^
To be patient with God is to faithfully trust God to work
HIS v/ill in our lives according to HIS plan and according to HIS
schedule. Dr. Tom Langford observes that "It is significant
that persons v/ho are sick are called patients, that is, those
who v/ait for the process of healing or dying. Such processes
move at their own pace. ... To be a good patient is to have
^^E[lmer] J. Cook, "Patience," The Interpreter's Dictionary
of the_Bible.
^^Keller, 117-18.
^%inward, 122.
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patience; it is to wait trustingly with God."^
Being patient with God affects our attitude toward prayer.
Answers to the questions we ask may not come according to our
schedules, but they will come to all who patiently wait upon
the Lord.
Cultivating patience means being patient v;ith other people,
Stephen V/inward elaborates:
Those who live or learn, work or play together,
husbands and wives, parents and children, brothers
and sisters, teachers and pupils, employers and
workers, friends and neighbors, can, and often do,
irritate and provoke one another. ... In the course
of an ordinary day it's the little, rather than the
big, things, which try our patience. Many a person
v/ho has shown fortitude in facing a major challenge
accident, sickness, . . . bereavement, has succumbed
to the petty irritations of daily life, a late train,
a wet washing day, a noisy child, an inquisitive
neighbor, 93
Being patient Vvdth others means being v/illing to put up
Vvdth the offensive behavior of others. No doubt there will be
ample opportunity for others to put up with our offensive
behavior! But a more inspiring motivation for us is the reminder
of God�s patient tolerance of our of fensiveness to Him,
Patience is working with a slower individual at the pace
he or she can manage. Patience is the willingness to truly
LISTEN to what our friends and family are saying. This is
especially critical for the delicate development of young
children. Mary Cole urges that we
Listen to children. Often they only ask us to hear
their side of the story and believe in them. They
^^Langford, Harvest. 38.
^^Winward, 1 2/+-23.
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have opinions and need to express them, V/hen they
are not afraid of unfair criticism from parents, q,
they will be able to express their concerns openly,"^
From the heart of a twelve year old girl resounds a word of
similar concern: "Most parents listen to there ( sic) kids,
and try to understand them. Mine don't."^^ "More human
suffering probably occurs in the area of interpersonal rela
tionships because of impatience than for any other reason, "^^
Being patient with ourselves may sound like a strange
dimension of spiritual growth. The demands of the gospel upon
our lives are high. V/ith the psalmist we can say that we know
our transgressions and our sin is always before us (Psalm 51:3).
Yet, while taking sin seriously, there is an important need for
us to accept our imperfection along the path to perfection.
This dimension of patience has much to do vdth lov/ self-
esteem associated with personal failures in life, Kone of us
is perfect or free from fault. Anyone who attempts anything
in life \dll fail some of the time. Pastor V/inward writes,
"There is a striving, an effort required of us, if we are to
make progress in the Christian life, but it should be set in
the larger context of trusting and resting, of relaxation and
97
tranquility."
As we remove the requirement of perfection for ourselves,
we will find ourselves more patient and tolerant of others.
^^Cole, 24.
^^Orr and Lutzer, 75.
^%lohrman, 36.
^ '^Winward, 129.
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"V/ithout patience we are too critical of others' actions and
attitudes and are usually unable to see those same negative
traits in ourselves. "^^ Professor Tom Langford reminds us
that
Patience and maturity are closely inter-related.
Hurry and impatience are always the mark of the
amateur; ... Patience before God means that one
is ready to move at God's pace, to speed up or to
slow down, to do or wait according to the timing
of Gou, Patience is allowing fruit to come in its
season* it is waiting for things to reach their
time. 99
As we face the barriers to patient living, v/e v/ill do
well to drav/ upon the divine resources noted by Assembly of
God pastor Ron Hembree:
We all have days v/hen things just don't seem to
go right, . . , Christ never promised freedom from
tension, but endurance iji tension. If Satan can
sap us of strength in these battles, his big battles
are unnecessary,
� #��������������������*�**
The best time to pray about a matter is the very
moment it bothers you. , . , I f we could learn the
secret of instant access to God our endurance during
stress v/ould be much greater. � � � Christ is v/ith
us every moment, ''^^
Kindness
"Kindness ( chrestotes) is the divine kindness out of which
God acts toward men. It is what the OT means when it declares
that 'God is good,' as it so frequently does." As always,
the divine model illustrates the character of Spiritual fruit
fulness. The character of kindness, says Phillip Keller, is
^^lohrman, 35 �
^^Langford, Harvest. 40.
lOOj
Gaebelein, 498-99,
^Hembree, 56-57.
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that of mercy, "Kindness is invariably associated with mercy.
It is impossible to be kind without being merciful, , , , It
1 0^implies that there is a deep and genuine concern for another,"
Scripture passages such as Ephesians 2:1-7 and Titus 3:3-7
support Keller's point.
To be kind is to be considerate and courteous, to be
gracious, tender and thoughtful, to be sensitive to the needs
and feelings of others, Mary Lou Carney puts it this way:
"Kindness is adorning yourself with the Golden Rule, by passing
the costume jev/elry of the world for the ornaments of gentleness
10'^
and mercy,"
When the fruit of kindness is v/ell cultivated in our
spiritual garden, we cannot be cruel, nasty, mean or spiteful,
Wayne Caldv/ell points out that kindness "guards against the
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needless injury or hurt of another person in any manner,"
In the "Love Chapter," 1 Corinthians 13, Paul tells that
Christian love is KIND, In our new life in Christ, we "are
called to develop an attitude of kindness (cf, Ephesians
4:31-32), even toward our enemies (Matthew 3:43-43),
John Drescher, a Mennonite clergyman, describes Christian
kindness as "love in little things." From across the Atlantic
Stephen Winward agrees, noting that "Jesus emphasized the sig
nificance of . , . little deeds of mercy and helpfulness, . . ,
^^%eller, 126,
^^^Carney, 63.
^^^Caldwell, 30.
^^^Drescher, 204.
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To speak a word of encouragement; to give to someone in need;
to telephone or to write to one v/ho is in sorrow; � ,
"And if anyone gives even a cup of cold water to one of these
little ones because he is my disciple, I tell you the
truth, he v/ill certainly not lose his rev/ard" (Matthew 10:42).
There are certainly many opportunities to show kindness in
the home. We can help a family member with his or her v/ork, say
"please" and "thank you," speak words of praise and appreciation.
As Phillip Keller reveals, "Kindness need not be anything
grandiose or complicated. But it does take time and thought
1 07and love." ' Tom Langford words it concisely: "Kindness is
1 nA
persistent thought fulness." The acts of kindness mentioned
by Jesus in Matthew 25:31-46 illustrate the simple but compas
sionate kindness of the faithful follower of Christ.
Author Phillip Keller ^/o.sely reminds us that sometimes
kindness v/ill be difficult and unappreciated:
For example, it is not kindness to allow a child
to do wrong deliberately. It costs something to
correct the misbehavior, both for parent and child.
To overlook the wrong, to brush it aside, to sweep
it under the carpet, Is not kindness. It is a ^qq
distinct disservice. It costs something to care.
The pov/er of love that displays acts of kindness has perhaps
the greatest potential for transforming persons around us,
V/hen Christians give of their time, energy and money to the
needs of the hungry and homeless, the sick and the stricken,
^^^Winward, 133.
^'^'^Keller, 136.
"�^^Landford, Harvest, 48.
^^^^Keller, 133-34.
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the world takes notice. When parents habitually perform acts
of kindness inside and outside of the home, their offspring
take notice as welle Our family members v/ill experience the
love of Christ in us more deeply and more believably as v/e
shov/ thoughtfulness and tenderness in our daily home routine,
A powerful story related by Ron Hembree underscores this truth:
A distinguished Judge said he had seen hundreds
of Juvenile offenders and their parents brought before
his court. Yet, never once in all those years had he
seen a parent touch a youngster, or put his arm
around his shoulder, or show any physical sign of
affection. Contrast this with the father of the
prodigal son who fell on his son's neck and kissed
him. 1 TO
Goodness
The sixth fruit of the Spirit in Paul's Galatian list is
"goodnesc, " which at first reading sounds like a very general�
even blana�virtue. In modern parlance the word "good" often
means only "average," The Sears and Roebuck compsny offers a
range of quality grades in several product lines. You can buy
their "good" house paint. You can pay a little more and get
their "better" house paint, or you can hand over a few more
dollars per gallon and get their "best" paint. In those quality
ratings, "good" is in fact the "least good" of our choices.
The fruit of the Spirit v/hich Paul calls "goodness" is not
nearly so lowly a virtue as the "good" on the Sears scale. The
biblical understanding of goodness is rooted in the character
of God. As one lexicographer explains, "Only God is truly good
(Mt. 19:17)� His goodness is the 'kindness' through v/hich Christ
Hembree, 75-76,
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confers the �good things' of salvation (Heb. 9:11). Apostles
are thus preachers of the 'good news' (Rom. 10:13; cf. Is
1 1 132:7)," The psalmist says of God, "You are good, and v/hat
you do is good; teach me your decrees" (Psalm 119:66),
Bible commentator James Montgomery Boice says of goodness
that "the primary idea seems to be generosity that springs from
kindness." ^ The renderings of Galatians 3:22 by J.B, Phillips
and James Moffatt agree. Both of these versions identify this
fruit of the Spirit as "generosity,"
William Barclay helps us understand the meaning of the
Greek term used by Paul to identify goodness, �Ay^ c<.^a/ (f2^ ,
First he compares cf.y ^-^6 with another Greek term which
means "justice," Barclay explains that
the Greeks defined the just man as the man who gives
to gods and to men v/hat is their due, , , , Justice
, , , is the quality which gives a man what is due
him; goodness is the quality v/hich is out to do more
than that, and which desires to give a man all that
is to his benefit and help. The man who is just
sticks to the letter of the bond; the man v;ho is good
goes far beyond it. ... In goodness pity and mercy
are integral parts, for goodness is the generosity
v/hich is undeserved. 113
Goodness is personified by God, a fact noted in the de
velopment of the English language. Phillip Keller informs us
that "In the original Anglo-Saxon, the very word 'good' carried
the same connotation as 'God,' In fact, God was considered
^Geoffrey W, Bromiley, ed, , Theological Dictionary of
the New Testament: Abridged in One Volume (Grand Rapids:
Eeraman's, 1953), 3.
^ ^ ^Gaebelein, 499.
^ ^^Barclay, 103-6.
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good. And good, in turn, was regarded as belonging essentially
to God."^^^ Similarly, Wayne Caldwell adds that "Good and God
are related in English etymology and mean strong, pure, holy,
and sincere. Therefore goodness and godliness are the sum total
of personal righteousness."
^ "* ^
The goodness of God is emphasized by Paul in Galatians 5.
There Paul contrasts "the acts of the sinful nature" (verses
19-21) vdth the "fruit of the Spirit" (verses 22-23). The
former list is mutually exclusive of the latter. The former
list reflects the force of evil; the latter virtues reflect
the nature of God�which is pure goodness.
The supreme example of human goodness, of course, is Jesus
Christ. In one of the first gospel sermons ever preached, the
apostle Peter spoke of "hov/ God anointed Jesus of Nazareth with
the Holy Spirit and power, and how he went about doing good and
healing all who were under the power of the devil, because God
was vdth him" (Acts 10:38). Jesus stands before us as the
perfect example of goodness, but He is far more. He is our
access to the pov/er�Holy Spirit pov/er� to cultivate goodness
in our lives. Goodness does not ooze from us because we do
good things. We are not transformed into good people by
habitually performing good deeds. The transformation is a
spiritual one, a transformation from the inside out. In other
v/ords, writes Stephen Winward,
Through the redemption which is in Christ, the goodness
of God is transferred to the believer by the Holy
teller, 139.
^Caldwell, 33.
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Spirits � � � the adjective qualifying "Spirit" is
significant. The spirit which indwells us is the
Holy Spirit. The holy God, who is perfect goodness,
requires his people to be holy* "You shall be holy,
for I am holy" (1 Pet. 1:16), '^b
John Drescher concurs, "Some think the Holy Spirit is given
to mal^e us feel gooa. Sermons are preached not to make people
feel good but rather to help them to be good,"^^'^
So goodness is not some holy halo to tell the world we are
godly people. Through our redemption through Christ we become
a holy people, a good people. But we are not transformed by
God into new creatures for nothing. V/e are not made good for
nothing�we are made new creatures in Christ to be good FOR
something. "The Holy Spirit is given to us so we do good, so
we minister to others. The fruit of the Spirit is produced so
that caring, sharing, and doing are a present reality. That's
1 1 8
goodness," Such goodness benefits both the giver and the
receiver. "There is something therapeutic about doing for
others that lifts a man out of the rut of self- thought. As
1 1 ^-^
the Lord Jesus said, 'It is better to give than to receive,'"
In cultivating goodness care must be taken to discern v/hat
is truly good. In recent years some theologians and educators
have advocated the idea of "situational ethics," v/here right
and v/rong are relative, changing v/ith individual circumstances
and interpretations. As Ron Hembree v/isely points out, v/hen
^^Sinv/ard, 1Zf8.
^ ^ '^Drescher, 2H,
^Drescher, 244.
^''^Tim LaHaye. Spirit-Controlled Temperment (V/heaton, IL:
Tyndale, 1966), 52,
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we stray away to human guidelines for goodness, we are headed
for trouble. We can follow the crowd, but the crowa v;ill often
be v:rong (as will the so-called experts!). We can search for
v/ise men to guide us or follow our feelings. But wise men and
feelings can mislead us too. Pastor Hembree writes, "The eternal
fact is that the only basis for goodness is God's Word, , , ,
Whatever goodness we will know in these years or in the years
to come will come only from the source of all goodness, God,"^^^
If we hope to pass "goodness" along to our children, they
need to see in us lives of integrity�honesty, fairness, a
generous spirit. Our children need to see that God's Word is
central to our lives, that we make our decisions and pattern
our lives after the truths and principles of Holy Scripture,
Unfortunately, the desire for holy living, for the fruit of the
Spirit called goodness, is rare, Phillip Keller asserts:
"People wall pray for love or joy, peace, patience, or kindness
but seldom does one hear a heartrending cry from the depths of
a sin-shattered, sin-stained, sin-sick soul� '0 God, I just
1 21
want to be good! ' "
But v/e can cultivate this fruit, v/rites Mary Lou Carney,
if v/e choose to cooperate with God,
Goodness is a choice, a direct result of the
indwelling presence of the Holy Spirit, God does
not make us good. He provides us with the provision
for righteousness, but he does not imprison us so
that v/e become controlled creatures with no free
v/ill or self-direction, . , , God enables but v/e
must deliberately turn from evil, , , . If we
^^^Hembree, 82-8.
^^''Keller, 141.
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would bear the fruit of goodness, we must work for
it. We must want it. Very much, 122
Faithfulnr-on
The seventh of Paul's fruit of the Spirit, "faithfulness,"
is rendered as "faith" in the King James Version. It is under
standable that both "faith" and "faithfulness" would appear as
translations for the Greek term here, I Hl^Ti 5 may be properly
translated either way. Some writers follow the King James Version
and conclude that Paul is here talking about saving, trusting
faith in God through Christ. Professor F.F. Bruce interprets
on this point:
TTi^TC^ may mean either the act or attitude of
believing , . . i.e., faith, trust, which is its most
frequent sense in Paul's letters, or the quality of
being worthy of belief� faithfulness, trustworthiness,
loyalty. . . . the decisive factor is the context
in v;hich the word appears. Its eight companions
denote ethical qualities, and one would expect
TTc^'ri^ to denote an ethical quality also, the
quality of being TrctfT-4 5 ,"123
Other Bible scholars (Barclay, Betz, Burton, Hendriksen
and Lenski) support Dr. Bruce's position. Also, most major
Bible translations (other than KJV) render TTCtTT as an
ethical quality ("faithfulness," "fidelity," and "trustful
ness"). In Flesh and Spirit William Barclay says that this
virtue "is the quality of reliability, trustv/orthiness, v/hich
makes a man one on v/hom v/e can. utterly rely and whose v/ord v/e
can utterly accept,"
^^^Carney, 78.
^^^Bruce, 234.
^^^Barclay, 108,
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V/e know what faithfulness is, first of all, because God is
faithful, dependable, v;orthy of our trust. Across the pages of
the biblical record and across the centuries of human experience,
many people fluctuate in their dependability and many people
fail to keep their promises. But God remains constant, un
changing, fulfilling His promises and keeping His covenant.
The ancient Hebrew psalmist v;rites of the faithfulness of God
in Psalm 89. Paul writes in 1 Corinthians 1:9: "God, who has
called you into fellov/ship with his Son Jesus Christ our Lord,
is faithful." In Revelation 3:14 Jesus is called "the faithful
and true witness." V/hen His life and His mission (as well as
our salvation) v/ere on the line in the garden of Gethsemane,
Jesus was faithful to the v/ill of His heavenly Father.
But faithfulness can be misguided. We can be loyal to
any number of persons, things or causes, v/orthy or not, Dr,
Tom Langford counsels:
The object of our faithfulness makes a difference,
for one may faithfully serve an evil or destructible
purpose. Blind loyalty can be a terrible slavery,
ChriBtian faithfulness is faithfulness to Christ,
This is primary; it overrules every other commit
ment. 1 23
The late Evelyn Underhill v/rote earlier this century:
Faithfulness is consecration in overalls, . . ,
Faithfulness means continuing quietly v/ith the job
we have been given, in the situation where v/e have
been placed; not yielding to the restless desire for
change. It means tending the lamp quietly for God
without wondering how much longer it has got to
go on. 1 26
^^Langford. Harvest. 63.
^^^Evelyn Underhill, Fruits of the Spirit, ed, Roger L,
Roberts (Wilton, CT: Morehouse-Barlow, 1981), 27-28,
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Faithfulness is critical to stable human relationships.
The integrity of a person's character may be judged, in part,
by his or her faithfulness to honor a promise, a vow, a contract,
Ernest White comments on the crucial need for faithfulness in
the home:
Biblically, commitment is embodied in the very crea
tion of family itself, , , . For both children and
adults, this quality is among the more difficult to
achieve,^ Society teaches and works against commitments. Without commitment relationships remain
fragile and temporary. Commitment guarantees per
manency in relationships. This quality allows a
person to develop relationships which can withstand
load and pressure exerted upon them, A relationship
with commitment has the potential to endure conflict,
growth, and change. , , , Children may learn com
mitment from other relationships but families are
the primary forces for its development, 2?
Gentleness
The King James Version identifies the eighth of Paul's
fruit of the Spirit as '^meekness," Today's English Version
translates it as "humility," In his New Testajiient paraphrase,
J,L, Phillips lists this virtue as "tolerance;" William Barclay
called it "the strength of gentleness," Most modern versions
call it simply "gentleness."
The Greek word here is n^oClJTi^^, v/hich "has the sense of
'quiet and friendly composure v/hich does not become embittered
1 pa
or angry at v/hat is unpleasant,'" "In II Cor, 10:1 it is
used of Christ , , , In all other NT examples it is a virtue
1 2Q
enjoinea upon Christians," ^
^^'^Ernest White, "Role," 234.
^^^DLnald] K. McKlm, "Gentle," The International Standard
Bible Encyclopedia, rev, ed,
'^'ECLmer] J, Cook, "Meekness," The Interpreter's Dictionary
nf the Bible,
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The adjective form of this Greek word, "XT^ckVC^ ("gentle,"
"meek"), is foun G in Matthew's gospel. Once in the Beatitudes
it refers to citizens in Christ's new kingdom, and twice it
refers to Christ (see Matthew 3:3; 11:28-30; 21:3). Christ
identifies himself as R'[r^<kV<^ person� "gentle," "irieek."^^*^
Meekness is not a very attractive characteristic the way
we understand it today. William Barclay wrote that "the word
has in it nowadays a suggestion of spinelessness, and a lack
of strength and virility," ^-^^ In 1990 we would probably say
a meek or gentle person is a "wimp,"
And perhaps that is the picture some people have of Christ,
sweet Jesus meek and mild, a sentimental weakling. But such a
view terribly distorts the character of Christ, and it does
not characterize the meaning of the eighth fruit of the Spirit.
The Greek word here was used by the Greeks to describe a wilci
animal that had been tamed for domesticated use, A wild horse
is strong but independent ana unruly. When that sam.e wild
horse is tamed and trained to accept a bridle or saddle or
harness, it has not become v/eak and spineless, "but its strength
is now under control, and is put to good use. The gentle man
is just as strong as the man of violence, but his strength is
bridled," "Gentleness is our strength under control and in
1 ^5
submission to Christ," -^^
^^*^Bromiley, 930.
^^^Barclay, 112.
^^%inward, 174.
^^^Henry Gariepy, "The Fruit of the Spirit," The War Cry
13 Sept. 1986: 9.
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In The Harvest of the Spirit. Dr. Tom Langford says that
"gentleness is softness, but softness which comes from controlled
strength�softness which describes the athlete or artist who
has, through discipline, developed exact control and a soft
touch."
That strength under control is evidenced in relation to
anger. Even though Jesus identified himself as meek. He could
show anger when it was necessary, as He did in driving the
thieves out of the temple. Aristotle taught that "'gentleness'
(prautes) describes the person v/ho is so much in control of
himself that he is always angry at the right time and never
angry at the wrong time."^^^ Through His inspired Word, God
put it this way: "In your anger do not sin" (Psalm 4:4a;
Ephesians 4:26a).
Gentleness is that fruit of the Spirit that reveals
strength under control rather than throwing one's weight around,
"Meekness ana gentleness are not the opposites of courage,"
writes Dr. John Sanderson, "it takes courage to be meek and
gentle in an evil v/orld,"^^^ A bit further in his book, Dr,
Sanderson adds:
Our daily lives are full of conflicts with people.
When they become obstacles in our way, we are prone
to.' react with some degree of violence against them.
Usually the degree of violence is in direct proportion
to our insecurity and instability. Insecurity often
comes from an unv/illingness to accept reality, and
^^^angiord, Harvest. 70.
^^^Gaebelein, 498.
^^^John W. Sanderson, The Fruit of the Spirit (Phillips-
burg, NJ: Presbyterian and Reformed, 1984), 125.
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meekness helps to cure our insecurity.
"Meekness," writes John Drescher, "is the character of one v/ho
has the pov;er to retaliate yet remains kind,"^^^
Throughout His ministry we see gentleness in the life of
Christ. He v/as tender and compassionate toward those v/ho
needed Him� the sick, the sinner, the weak, the helpless. Not
a weak, wishy-washy tenderness but a strong tenderness, a love
v/ith pov/er and conviction. Once, when His disciples tried to
shoo little children away from Him, Mark tells us that
tJesus] was indignant. He said to them, "Let the
little children come to me, and do not hinder them,
for the kingdom of God belongs to such as these. I
tell you the truth, anyone who v/ill not receive the
kingdom of God like a little child v/ill never enter
it." And he took the children in his arms, put his
hands on them and blessed them (Mark 10:U[--l6).
Children require special gentleness. They need to be
nurtured and guided but not trejnpled dov/n so that their hearts
are destroyed. Dr. James Dobson calls this shaping the v/ill
v.lthout breaiiing the spirit. Colossians 3:21 says, "Fathers,
do not provoke your children lest they become discouraged" (RSV),
In a similar vein, Ephesians 6:4 reveals the proper balance of
gentle child-rearing: "Fathers, do not provoke your children
to anger, but bring them up in the discipline and instruction
of the Lord" (RSV). Pastor David Anderson counsels that "To
ignore this warning is to create a flawed training process for
the child, and consequently to produce a flav/ed product. When
^^'^Sanderson, 129-30.
^^^Drescher, 286.
^^^James Dobson, The Strong-Willed Child (Wheaton, IL:
Tyndale, 1978), 76.
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we provoke our children to wrath we sow a seed for spiritual
cancer that will erode the fiber of their lives." John
I'hiliips of Koody Bible Institute writes:
Remember, children . . . have feelings, hopes, and
Gesires like anyone else, A man's role in his family
is to be dad, not dictator. Saying no doesn't mean
he has to be nasty. Children should be treated like
civilized human beings, not bossed and bullieo,
Proverbs 13:1 says, "A gentle answer turns away wrath, but
a harsh word stirs up anger," Gentleness is a soothing,
healing spirit v;hich simply v;orks better than anger or harshness.
Galatians 6: 1 tells us to restore the sinner to Christian fel
lowship GENTLY. We are told in 1 Peter 3:13 to vdtness to our
faith with GENTLENESS, not arrogance, "To be gentle," Tom
Langford writes, "is to know how to touch the place of hurt
and convey the sense of healing; it is the ability to take
brokenness in its arms and adroitly draw the pieces together
through tender force. "''^^
Self-control
"Temperance" is the ninth fruit of the Spirit in the King
James Version. All other major translations list it as "self-
control." Professor Langford says that this last fruit of the
Spirit
is the honed edge of the Christian life. To under
stand this, v;e must look again at the idea of temper-
^^'^David Anderson, "Train Up a Child and Don't Forget to
Nurture," Fundamentalist Journal 7, no. 6 (1988): 18.
''^Vohn Phillips, "God's Rules for Relationships," Moody
Monthly. Jan. 1984: 81.
^^^Langford, Harvest. 72*73.
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ance. The verb to temper is more appropriate than
the noun temperance, for to be temperate is to be
tempered, brought to a hardness, ready for a cutting
edge. Temperance , , , is not mediocrity or dullness,
A temperate life is a life shaped by and uirected
toward God, 1 43
The Greek word here, Cy KyO(XT� , refers to "the control
which one exercises over something or someone, including
oneself," This term "has something in common with
gentleness , but denotes control of more sensual passions than
1 45
anger," ^-^ Vv'illiam Hendriksen noted that "the previous mention
of immorality, impurity, and indecency, among the vices (verse
19), shows that it was very important to list self-control as
1 lC
an opposing virtue." ^ Sexual license has always been a
human problem. But self-control applies to more than sexual
restraint, "Those w^ho truly exercise this virtue compel every
thought to surrender itself in obedience to Christ (II Cor,
10:5)."^^^
John Drescher emphasizes the importance of this last
virtue in Paul's list:
Temperance or self-control is last in this list of
fruit of the Spirit, not because it is least, but
because it binds all the rest, , , . It nas to do
v/ith the enemies within, the lusts and passions v/hich
war against the soul. A whole army storming on the
outside is less than a single enemy v/ithin the walls
which gives over the key to attacking forces, 14o
^^Langford, Harvest. 76,
^^^Imer] J. Cook, "Self-control," The Interpreter'
Dictionary of the Bible.
^^^Bruce, 253.
"'^^Hendriksen, 223,
^^"^Hendriksen, 223,
^^^Drescher, 117.
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The life of perfect self-control is that of Jesus Christ.
The author of Hebrews tells us that Jesus was tempted to sin in
every way that we are, yet He never succumbed to temptation.
He never sinned (Hebrews 4:15). In His struggles with Satan in
the wilderness Jesus did not give in to the temptations of the
supreme Tempter.
Using the image of a garden to comment on harvesting this
fruit in our lives, Phillip Keller v/rites that "the 'Good
Gardener* has come through the gate. The ground of my entire
being is His to do with as He wishes. . . . It is He who
decides what shall be done in every area of this garden. "^^^
Exercising self-control does not mean that v/e miss out on
all the fun stuff of life. Self-control is discipline that
eliminates harmful things from our lives. Self-control also
includes moderation in our consumption even of good things that,
if over-indulged, can harm us. Food is necessary for hum-an
survival, but eating the v/rong kinds of foods or too much of
good food can make us ill or even kill us. In his Rule for
monastic living, St, Benedict v/rote, "Nothing is more contrary
1 50
to being a Christian than gluttony,"
Author Mary Lou Carney identifies several areas of life
that "bear close scrutiny when it comes to self-control," in
cluding control of time, temper, fleshly desires, the tongue
and the m.ind. "Just as we train our bodies to keep them physi-
o
^^%eller, 178,
""^^Anthony C, Meisel and M.L, del Mastro. trans., The Rule
f St. Benedict (Garden City, NJ: Image, 1975), 80.
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cally fit, so also must we train our minds to keep them
spiritually fit. First Peter 1:13 says, 'Prepare your minds
for action; be self-controlled,"'^^''
Lack of disciplined control over diet or time or language
or temper in the home results in a distorted and disturbed
environment for developing a Christian family. Discipline,
in fact, is a key part of cultivating any of the nine fruit of
the Spirit. The distortions in our family formation reveal a
lack of discipline, a lack of self-control. But the v;riter
v;ho gave us the fruit of the Spirit list also guides us on how
to cultivate that fruit. As Stephen Winward points out,
Immediately after writing about the fruits of the
Spirit, Paul appeals to the believers to "v/alk in
the Spirit" (Gal, 3:23), To walk is to put one foot
in front of the other. Progress is slov/ but sure,
V/e best advance in self-control, not by attempting
a great leap forv/ard, but by taking one step at a
time.
The Spirit works v/ith us, and he creates ani
strengthens the virtue of self-control, as we msi:e
the effort, 152
Conclusion
Our Journey and the Journey of our families began long
before the start of this project at Hayv/ood Street United Metho
dist Church. This study of the fruit of the Spirit ended on
May 7, 1989. The Journeys of our lives continue beyond the
last study session, and hopefully our Journeys have a new focus.
As we began this project, v/e looked at the concept of
spiritual formation, recognizing that it is an on-going lifestyle
Carney, 123-31.
^^^V/inward, 201-2,
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and not a five week course. V/ith our v/eekly study sessions v/e
tried to grasp the biblical understanding of these nine Christian
virtues. ..ith the dally home Scripture rea::lngs, meditations
ana discussions, the participants tried to understand how to
begin cultivating the fruit of the Spirit in their lives.
For those still raising children at home, there is a large
responsibility to teach sons and daughters the nature of
Christian discipleship. Part of this is accomplished with de
votional times of Scripture reading and prayer. Training our
children is also accomplished in part by taking them to church
services regularly. But most of all our children learn about
Christ by the way we parents live day by day.
V/e are not all at the same milepost along this journey.
Some are striding confidently in the grace of God, Some of us
are gasping for air as we climb steep hills on the journey.
And some are still on the bench v/aiting to get started. The
critical point is not where v/e are along the road but that v/e
either start or continue on the journey v/ith Christ. Spiritual
fruit "is the outcome of the life of unbroken and full communion
v/ith Christ." ''^^ The fruit of the Spirit need our continual
cultivation. Gordon MacDonald v/rites:
Bringing order to the spiritual dimension ... is
spiritual gardening. It is the careful cultivation
of spiritual ground. The gardener turns up soil,
pulls out unv/anted grov/th, plans the use of the
ground, plants seeds, v/aters and nourishes, and
enjoys the harvests that result,
^^^Gee, 13.
''^^Gordon MacDonald, Ordering Your Private World, expanded
ed. (Nashville: Oliver Nelson, 1983), 118-19.
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Phillip Keller, an agricultural man himself, follows the
same theme vdth this word of encouragement followed by a
P-ayer and appropriate word of Scripture:
.We who were once wilderness can become the garden
of God!
~
�
My life is a garden.
Your life is a garden.
Is it a waste, untilled and wild?
Like an untaught, untrained child?
Or is it good soil under the Master's Hand?
Is my soul His ov/n cherished land?
Is it grown thick with thistles and weed?
Or has it been sown with His good seed?
What is the harvest that comes from this life?
Goodness and love, or hatred and strife?
0 Lord take this stony ground of mine.
Make it all completely Thine!
Only then can it ever yield.
The pleasant fruits of a godly field.
Amen and Amen,
"On that day the Lord will say of his pleasant
vineyard, 'I watch over it and v;ater it continually,
I guard it night and day so that no one will harm
Isaiah 27:2,3 Good Kews Bible '^-^
Cultivating the fruit of the Spirit in our homes IS possible,
because "the power which raised Jesus from the dead is available
to us,"^^^
Thus ended our Bible study material for this project. The
structured portion of our group spiritual formation experience
came to a close. This project, hov;ever, required a great deal
of work from a number of persons before and after the six group
Bible study sessions. An outline of that cooperative effort is
presented in the next chapter.
^^^Keller, 187.
^^^Dunnam, 38,
CHAPTER k
Methodology
Planning
The planning for this project has truly been s joint
effort combining the input of the Congregational Reflection
Group and the doctoral candidate. The CRG welcomed the concept
of a study focusing upon spiritual formation within family rela
tionships. We decided that having our sessions on Sunday
evenings would be our best option because weeknight events
encounter so many conflicts. Since we especially wanted this
ministry to reach families with children at home, we felt that
meeting on a day other than Sunday w^ould greatly reduce par-
ticipatioi'i. It v/as also agreed that, with small children
involved, a period of ninety minutes would be the maximum
mana.geable time frame for the sessions.
Publicity
The date on which Easter fell in 1989 made it logical to
schedule the six sessions between Easter and Mother's Day,
The CRG offered several suggestions for promoting the study.
Members of the group were also instrumental in encouraging
families outside the Haywood Street congregation to participate
in the project.
In addition to v/ord of mouth advertising, several other
methods v/ere utilized to promote the study throughout the greater
Asheville, North Carolina area. Ms. Maria Gibbs, a teenage
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member of the Hayv;ood Street congregation vdth considerable
artistic talent, sketched a dravdng for use on a promotional
flier (see Appendix A). Copies of this flier v;ere posted at
several prominent locations in the Hayv/ood Street Church
building. I designed a second flier (Appendix B) which was
included in a promotional mailing to sixty-six United Metho
dist Churches in the Asheville District. This mailing, v/hich
included a cover letter (Appendix C), was sent to the pastors
in charge of these sixty-six congregations. Ms. Barbara Davis,
secretary for the Asheville District, supplied me with the
names and addresses of the family ministry coordinators for
the local churches in the Asheville District, Each of these
coordinators received the same promotional mailing as their
pastors. Identical material was- .mailed to some forty non-United
Hetho;iist congregations in the Asheville area. Promotional
announcenierxts v/ere placed in three area newspapers, and public
service announcements were broadcast over four television
stations arid eleven radio stations.
Registration
In order that we might provide an adequate supply of
materials and sufficient personnel for childcare during the
six sessions, the CRG decided that we should obtain advance
registration for the study, A simple registration form
(Appendix D) v/as made available to the Hayv/ood Street congre
gation a few v/eeks prior to the study. No registration forms
v/ere sent v/ith the promotional mailings, but persons beyond
our local church v/ere advised of the need to pre-register by
the March 29, 1989 deadline. Final registration was completed
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on the night of the first session (April 2, 1989) vdth
sixty-six persons present. (This total includes the doctoral
candidate, three other teachers and a childcare person in the
nursery) ,
Materials
As an intergenerational experience, this project called
for study materials written for several age levels. I had
focused all of my preparation upon a Bible study presentation
for teenagers and adults. As the date of the study's first
session drew near, I looked for resources for pre-schoolers
and primary grade children. I received the divine help that
I needed one day at The Carpenter's Shop, a local Christian
book store. Ms, Katie Fralic, a good friend and employee of
the store (who is also married to a United Methodist minister),
showed me a wonderful little curriculum series on the fruit of
the Spirit, Published by Agapeland Press, the Agapeland Charac
ter Builders set includes one book and cassette for each of
the nine facets of the fruit of the Spirit, Using songs and a
storybook for each "fruit," this nine part series is v/ritten
for children aged two to seven years. Ms. Frances Ingle had
a delightful time teaching these musical lessons to our pre
schoolers in the study.
Further searching in The Carpenter's Shop that day
produced a second set of materials on the fruit of the Spirit,
A nine volume series produced by Shining Star Publications is
individually titled for each of the nine components of the
fruit of the Spirit, These volumes include a variety of
activity pages (word searches, puzzles, games, discussion
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questions, etc.) for children aged seven to twelve years.
These two resources filled the gap for our project on the fruit
of the Spirit. Children aged six through ten years utilized
the Shining Star activity books under the direction of Ms,
Libby Cook, To a lesser degree, Ms, Edel Seay also used this
resource v.lth the participants aged eleven to sixteen years.
No workbooks or textbooks were used in the Bible study
sessions which I taught. For these sessions, I presented
lectures on the fruit of the Spirit (and related material) to
all participants above the age of ten. The content for these
lectures was gleaned from the sources listed in the bibliography,
A refined version of this lecture material is presented in
chapter three. At the completion of the Bible study presenta
tion, the youth aged eleven to sixteen years v/ent to a separate
room for discussion v/ith Ms, Edel Seay,
A resource crucial to the success of this project v/as the
take-home sheet which I prepared for each participating
household in the study (Appendix E) , These take-home sheets
included dally Scripture readings grouped topically to coincide
with our v/eekly study sessions, A total of thirty daily
readings v/ere supplied for use over the five v/eeks of the study.
The first two daily readings point to God and His Son
Jesus Christ as the only true source for spiritual fruit-bearing.
Project participants learned that vital relationship v/ith Jesus
Christ is indispensable for cultivating Christian fruitfulness.
After four dally readings dealing with love, each of the eight
remaining facets of the fruit of the Spirit is addressed by
three daily Scripture readings.
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Instructions were given for reading the passages '^forma
tively" and for family participation. These daily spiritual
exercises in the home were designed to provide the primary
channel of Christian formation for the participants in the
stuuy.
Questionnaires
Construction
Testing the hypothesis for this project required some
means of measuring change in the Christian "fruitfulness" of
each participant from the beginning of the study to the end of
the study. The nature of the hypothesis itself makes measure
ment imprecise since we are dealing with matters of Christian
maturity which only God truly knows. And, . even on the human
level of discernment, measuring change in Christian growth is
limited by the subjective nature of the responses. Given these
caveats, I prepared two questionnaires for use by the parti
cipants in this study and designed to provide data for evalu
ating the project hypothesis.
During her lectures to our "Dissertation Writing and Field
Research Method" class in January of 1989, Ms, Thelma Goold of
Asbury College stressed to us the importance of having some
criteria for objective analysis w^hen using questionnaires for
gathering data. For this project, I designed two question
naires which incorporate both multiple-choice and open-ended
questions. The questionnaires (Appendices F and G) each include
thirty-six questions designed specifically to measure the
degree to which the fruit of the Spirit are manifested in the
life of the respondent. Using the information obtained by
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exegesis and research on the fruit of the Spirit, I prepared
four questions for each of the nine components of the fruit of
the Spirit, Each question v;as aecigned to verify the presence
of one specific "fruit" of the Spirit in the life of the re
spondent. By using four questions for each fruit, rather than
one or two, I hoped to improve the fairness of the data gathering
instrument. The particular fruit of the Spirit to which each
question related was not identified. The four questions for
each fruit of the Spirit were not listed sequentially. Instead,
these thirty-six questions v/ere distributed randomly on the
questionnaire.
Eexh of the thirty-six multiple-choice questions allov/ed
the participant to choose one of five possible responses. The
same five response options v/ere used for all thirty-six questions.
The "questions" are actually statements calling for the respon
dent to reveal hov/ frequently he or she exhibits the character
or behavior described in the statement. For example, on the
pre-project questionnaire administered on April. 2, 1989? the
first statement reads as follows: "I disagree v/ith others in
a humble rather than an arrogant manner," (This particular
statement reflects the Christian virtue of gentleness). The
respondents v/ere to indicate v/hether this statement v/as self-
descriptive "Always," "Often," "Sometimes^" "Seldom," or "Never,"
To provide some reasonably equitable means of assessing
the "fruitfulness" of the participants, each of the five
possible responses v/as assigned a numerical value. The "Always"
response was assigned a value of one hundred, since "Always"
represents one hundred percent of the time. "Never" received
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a Value of zero. To balance the scale, "Often" was assigned a
Value of seventy- five, "Sometimes" a value of fifty and "Seldom"
a value of tv/enty- five. The tabulation and interpretation of
the data gleaned from these questionnaires is found in chapter
five.
Except for a few editorial changes and replacements, the
same thirty-six multiple-choice questions were used on both
the April 2 questionnaire and the May 7 questionnaire. However,
a new random sequencing for the questions v/as utilized on the
post-project questionnaire administered on May 7.
In addition to the thirty-six multiple-choice questions
on both questionnaires, each questionnaire included several
open-ended questions, three on the April 2 instrument and four
on the one given on May 7. Also, the post-project questionnaire
included tv/o extra multiple-choice questions not found on the
first questionnaire. Responses to these tv/o questions indicate
the degree to v/hich the project participants were faithful in
completing the "homev/ork" during the spiritual formation experi
ence.
The open-ended questions on the April 2 questionnaire
v/ere designed to gain an assessment of the "spiritual health"
ofthe participants and their expectations prior to the study.
The open-ended questions on the post-project instrument were
designed to elicit opinions from the respondents concerning
their experiences during this project,
Comipletion
Neither of these questionnaires v/as pre- tested prior to
being administered to the participants in this project. No
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O-Oubt pre-testing would have provided information helpful in
refining the two instruments used. However, developing four
separate cuGstions for each of the ninG virtues of the fruit
of the Spirit proved to be a task much more arduous and time-
consuming than anticipated, V/ith wheels set in motion for the
project and its schedule set, sufficient time was not available
for pre-testing by the time the questionnaires W'ere ready.
At the initial gathering of the participants in this
project on April 2, 1989, final registration was completed.
Children aged ten and under were dismissed to their own class
settings. Those who remained filled out the pre-project
questionnaire before the Bible study session began. The post-
project questionnaires were completed by the same age group
(eleven years to adult) on the last night of the study. May
7, 1989. For both questionnaires, respondents signed attached
statements granting me permission to use their responses
anonymously in the preparation of this dissertation (see
Appendix H),
Due to the fluctuation and attrition in attendance, the
group completing the first questionnaire was not identical
to the group that completed the questionnaire on May 7. A
total of forty-one questionnaires were filled out on April 2,
while only twenty-nine persons filled out the post-project
questionnaire. Fourteen persons filled out only the pre-
project questionnaire and two persons filled out only the May
7 questionnaire. There were twenty-seven persons who completed
both questionnaires, and it is this last group which provides
the data base for testing the project hypothesis.
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Tabulati o-n
Data from the questionnaires has been tabulatea by the
doctoral candidate. Calculations include summaries of scores
for each of the nine facets of the fruit of the Spirit and for
overall Christian "fruitfulness." Comparisons of pre- and
post-project scores are made for the twenty-seven participants
who completed both questionnaires. The results of these cal
culations are found in chapter five.
The Study Sessions
Session One
The first of the six study sessions was held on Sunday
evening April 2, 1989 in the fellowship hall of Haywood Street
United Methodist Church, Including the five leaders, sixty-six
persons were present. All were welcomed, registration informa
tion was completed and attendance was recorded* Persons aged
ten years and under left the fellowship hall to go to their
classes with their teachers. Those w^ho remained in the fellow
ship hall then filled out the pre-project questionnaire.
When a-11 questionnaires v/ere completed, I presented the
first lecture for the project. No discussion time was planned
for the first session. Also, several items had to be presented
in the way of introduction to the study. The first lecture,
therefore, was more lengthy than the ones in subsequent weeks.
In the first teaching session I described the purpose of
th ? project,. I told the group of my involvement in the Doctor
of Ministry program at Asbury, I also confessed to my ov/n
struggle to embody Christ-like behavior in the home, a struggle,
I posited, common to most Christian households.
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In order to gain the most from the five v/eeks together,
I stressed to the group our need to build a covenant relation
ship v/ith one another. We v/ould covenant to attend all six
sessions, to participate in the weekly spiritual formation
exercises at home and to share our victories and our struggles
in this endeavor during the discussion times each week.
Attention was given to the biblical teaching regarding
the responsibility of parents to provide spiritual leadership
in the home. We examined the concept of spiritual formation
as applied to family relationships and noted that children
learn by parental example. I alsp presented some introductory
material related to family spirituality.
All of the above material was foundational, brief though
it v/as, for the primary focus of the study�cultivating the
fruit of the Spirit in family relationships. Cur focus then
moved to the fifteenth chapter of John's gospel to drav/ upon
the image of Jesus as the true vine, from Whom alone true fruit
of the Spirit can grov/. Both the imagery and the theology of
that Johannine text are crucial to understanding and cultivating
the fruit of the Spirit,
Briefly I noted the difference betv/een the fruit of the
Spirit and the gifts of the Spirit, The concluding time of
session one was spent looking at the first and preeminent of
these nine Christian virtues� love.
Before dismissing our group for the evening, I distributed
a Scripture guide sheet to each household (Appendix E), Members
of each household were instructed to read the daily passages
assigned for the coming week. Each family (or individual, in
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the case of single person households) v;as asked to read and
discuss (or meditate upon) these texts each day. The purpose
iierc v/au to yield to the transforming pov/er of God through
His V/ord in order to cultivate the fruit of the Spirit in each
household. Faithfulness of the participants in complying v/ith
this part of the study v/as crucial to producing a reasonable
test of the project hypothesis.
Sessions Two through Five
Sessions two through five follov/ed the same weekly format.
As the group gathered, attendance was recorded, I began the
session v/ith a block of time devoted to Bible teaching on the
fruit of the Spirit for persons aged eleven through adult.
Tv/o of the nine virtues were covered at each of these four
sessions (the first, love, v/as covered in session one): joy
and peace on April 9; patience and kindness on April 16;
goodness and faithfulness on April 23; gentleness and self-
control on April 30.
Following the teaching sessions, the eleven to sixteen year
olds v/ent to a separate area with Ms. Edel Seay for a time
of discussion and sharing, I remained v/ith the adults, v/ho
divided into groups of a half dozen or so. V/ithin these
small groups, the adults discussed their home spiritual forma
tion experiences from the previous week. The grov/n-ups v/ere
asked to share their successes and struggles in the project.
Then a. spokesperson summarized the experiences of each group,
(I recorded these reports for use in the analysis of this
project in chapter five). Participants were reminded to read
their Scripture passages daily at home during the following
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V'-eek and to cultivate the fruit of the Spirit highlighted by
those texts.
Session Si v
At the last session of the study on May 7, 1989, partici
pants aged eleven and above completed the post-project ques
tionnaire. As noted previously, the thirty-six core questions
on this document were essentially the same as the ones on the
pre-project questionnaire. Through a series of open-ended
questions, respondents were also given several channels to
report their personal experience, evaluation and critique of
the study.
After completion of the questionnaires, participants
joined together in a time of verbal sharing of their journey
through this project. I then gave a few concluding remarks
of my own to bring us to a point of closure for the study.
Together we sang a hymn and parted company to continue our
spiritual gardening in our several home settings.
The nuts and bolts of this study have been assembled to
satisfy the requirements of the doctoral pro ject/dissertation.
Hopefully, the cumulative effort of everyone involved has
provided an effective channel for the formative v/ork of the
Holy Spirit in the lives of the participants. The degree to
v/hich that has been achieved may be assessed through an exainina-
tion of the project data. Such an analysis is offered in
chapter five.
CHAPTER 5
Analysis ana Interpretation of Data
In spite of the title of this chapter, the main focus of
this project has been upon people rather than data. The data
serves only to help evaluate the changes in people's lives as
a result of participating in this project. As a ministry of
the Hayv/ood Street congregation, the goal here has been to
help persons to cultivate the fruit of the Spirit in their
home settings. The project participants represented a variety
of household profiles.
The Pro.ject Population
Sixty-nine different persons attended at least one of the
six sessions held during the project period. Attendance figures
for each of the six sessions are as follov/s:
April 2 66 April 23 42
April 9 33 April 30 33
April 16 40 May 7 30
The average attendance for the six sessions v/as forty- four.
Fifteen persons attended all six sessions; seventeen persons
attended five sessions; ten persons attended four sessions;
seven persons attended three sessions; ten persons attended
tv/o sessions; and ten persons attended only one session.
Forty-two persons v/ere present for at least four of the sessions,
Fa.rticipants included one infant less than one year old (in
the nursery), five children aged tv/o to five years, ten children
aged six to ten years, nine youth aged eleven to sixteen years,
and forty-one adults.
One or more persons from thirty-five different households
participated in at least one session of the study. Thirteen
of these households were made up of a husband and wife with
minor aged children living at home. Ten households included
a married couple living alone (except, in the case of one of
these ten households, for one adult child living vdth his
parents). Three households consisted of a single adult with
minor aged children living at home. The remaining ten
households represented single adults (divorced, vddowed and
persons never married) living alone. Seven of the thirty- five
households were from outside the membership of Haywood Street
United Methodist Church.
As the attendance figures on the previous page indicate,
the project experienced a gradual decline in the number of
participants present from the first session to the last.
Comparing the names of persons who filled out the pre-project
questionnaire v/ith the list of those v/ho completed the post-
project questionnaire gives some valuable insight regarding
this attrition. There were fourteen persons v/ho completed the
first questionnaire but did not complete the second one. Six
of those persons were not members of the Hayv/ood Street con
gregation. Another five were limited in their participation
because of personal health restrictions and/or family responsi
bilities. Two persons were inactive members of the Haywood
Street congregation. The remaining person is a teenager v/ho
is active in the congregational life of Haywood Street United
Methodist Church.
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None of these six non-member participants who dropped out
attended more than two sessions. Each of the two inactive
Haywood Street members attended only the first session. No
formal inquiries were made to determine why these eight persons
dropped out of the project so early. As newcomers and inactive
members of the congregation, however, it may very v/ell be that
these eight did not have a strong enough sense of belonging to
engage in the weekly personal sharing. It is also possible,
of course, that some of these persons did not realize before
the start of the sessions that this was a participatory project
of daily spiritual formation rather than a weekly lecture
series. Some of the persons who dropped out may not have had
the desire or the commitment to engage in such a project.
Objective Data
As noted previously (see chapters two and four), the
primary data for this project has been gleaned from the two
project questionnaires (Appendices F and G), These question
naires v/ere administered to all participants over the age of
ten. Although forty-one of the pre-project questionnaires
v/ere filled out on April 2, 1989, only twenty-nine persons
filled out the questionnaire of May 7 five weeks later. Of
the latter group, two persons had not completed the first
questionnaire. The remaining twenty-seven participants provide
the data for testing the project hypothesis, since they are
the only ones with "before" an.d "after" scores for comparison.
(For information regarding the numerical values used for
scoring the responses, see chapter four).
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For each multiple-choice question answered on the ques
tionnaires, each participant had a potential score ranging
from zero to one hundred (percent). Occasionally a partici
pant marked two responses to a question. In those situations,
I simply added the point values for the tv/o responses together
and divided by two to get the score for that question. Scores
were rounded to two decimal places.
For each respondent, nine separate scores were calculated,
one corresponding to each of the nine fruit of the Spirit.
These scores, or indexes ("Love Index," "Joy Index," etc,),
v/ere calculated by averaging the scores of the four questions
related to each individual fruit of the Spirit. Then an
average of these nine indexes v/as calculated for each partici
pant to provide an overall "Christian Maturity Index," The
above calculations v/ere computed tvice, once for each question
naire, for each of the tv/enty-seven participants who completed
both project questionnaires. The two sets of scores allow for
a "before" and "after" comparison to evaluate the project
hypothesis.
The average "Fruit of the Spirit Index" ("Love Index,"
"Joy Index," etc,) scores of the tv/enty-seven participants are
shovm in Appendix J. The pre-project scores ranged from 61.57
for patience to 83.57 for goodness. The post-project scores
ranged from 64,81 for gentleness to 89.12 for faithfulness.
As a group, the average scores show an increase over the
project period for each of the fruit of the Spirit except
goodness, which declined from 83.57 to 77.89. The group
Christian Maturity Index, taking into account all nine fruit
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of the Spirit, rose by more than four and one-half points,
from 69.00 to 73.52.
Of the tv/enty-seven respondents, tv/enty-one improved their
Christian Maturity Index scores during the project period,
v/hile six persons showed a decline. The average increase was
6.58 and the average decrease was 2.72.
Questions thirty-seven and thirty-eight on the post-
project questionnaire (Appendix G) elicited responses from the
participants regarding their faithfulness to incorporate the
home spiritual formation exercises during the project period.
For sake of comparison, numerical values were attached to the
responses to these two questions in a fashion identical to
that utilized for questions one through thirty-six. Taken
together, then, these two questions would have an optimum
possible score of two hundred (one hundred each for tv/o
"Alv/ays" responses). The lowest possible combined score v/ould
be zero for two "Never" responses.
Tv/o of the twenty-seven participants failed to ansv/er one
or both of these two questions. Of the remaining tv/enty-five
respondents, tv/o tallied a combined score of fifty on questions
thirty-seven and thirty-eight. Seven participants scored one
hundred; tv/o scored 125; six scored 15O; three scored 175; and
five scored tv/o hundred.
The correlation between faithfulness to the home spiritual
disciplines and change in the spiritual "fruitfulness" among
the participants is not altogether conclusive (see Appendix K).
The two participants "least faithful" in keeping the home dis-
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ciplines (those with scores of fifty) both show increases in
the Christian Maturity Index over the course of the project
period. One of these had the third highest increase in point
value (up 13.19 between the first questionnaire and the second).
At the other end of the scale, one of the five "most
faithful" persons (with a combined score of two hundred for
questions thirty-seven and thirty-eight) showed a slight
decrease (2,78), At mid-range on the "faithfulness to discip
line" scale (those v/ith a score of one hundred), we find half
of the persons v/ho experienced a decline (three of the six
persons) in the Christian Maturity Index, Two persons
declined by a point value of 4,86, and a third decreased 2.08
points. Yet, at the same level, four persons experienced
increases in the Christian Maturity Index, including one
increase of 13.28 points.
Personal Feedback
Before reaching a conclusion regarding the project hypo
thesis, consideration is given to the oral and written feedback
of the participants. This data comes from the group discussion
times during the weekly study sessions and from the open-ended
questions on the post-project questionnaire (Appendix G). The
experience of those participating in this project illuminates
the conclusion regarding the grov/th of the participants.
Question thirty-nine on the May 7 questionnaire asked:
"Hov/ has this experience affected you/your family? How have
you struggled? How have you succeeded?" Responses included:
1, Well, for one thing, I couldn't even name the
fruits of the spirit before this study, I think that
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looking at the fruits of the spirit and thinking
about them two at a time each week has given me an
opportunity to consciously try to "receive" these
fruits and use them�certain ones like patience and
self-control are harder than others like joy and
peace. Some fruits I feel I have an abundance of�
others I will strive to have more of.
2. This has made us aware of the need for daily
devotions; it has given us common ground for discus
sion and increased our understandings of each other's
thoughts. We struggled with a lack of time� we had
trouble finding time for all of us; we did not succeed
very well.
3* It has given us time together to discuss aspects
of our family that we often avoid. Finding a time
to get together has been difficult. We certainly
are not 100% successful in developing the fruits in
our lives but are more av/are of the need to do this.
4. We set aside more time for both of us� to read
and discuss� letting each other explain and to see
both sides of things.
3� I have seen how scripture verses can be put to
use in guiding a person's life rather than be just
printed words on a page to read over hurriedly,
trying to get to the next chapter,
6, I can't say it has affected me except to resent
my husband not participating with me. I succeeded
in getting him to discuss the scripture v/ith 'me once
but it really wasn't a good discussion� too rushed,
I have struggled with my resentment and tried to
use the "fruits" in a positive way.
7� It has shown me how much I need to work on in my
life with Christ, God has blessed me v/ith Joy and
Peace , . . but still struggling v/ith Patience,
Gentleness and Self-Control, This study has brought
me close to God and my children.
8. It gave me a chance to be with my family more. I
never had really been involved v/ith themi in Church
activities.
9* We are more aware of the fruit. We have tried to
be more patient and loving tov/ard each other. We
still have a long way to go,
10. We do not often read the scriptures and this
caused us to do this as a unit.
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11, v/e read and discussed the scriptures. It was a
struggle to find the time but it was wonderful to
sit together for this and discuss it together,
12, Started thinking about my daily living. Still
trying,
13. It has made me take a look at myself and see
things I do that may hurt the ones I love with my
short temper, I am still trying to control it every
day, but I have a long way to go, V/ith God�s help
I�ll do it,
14. This experience has helped in my daily life and
improved my Bible study,
13. It really has not made a lot of change, but I
didn't put the effort into this that I needed to
institute the changes desired,
16, It has sweetened our relationships.
These responses reflect both affirmations of growth and
awareness of need for further growth. For several, simply
being introduced to spiritual formation and the fruit of the
Spirit was a step toward growth. Increased awareness and un
derstanding of the fruit of the Spirit during the course of
the study affected the responses on the post-project question
naire. Even the struggles identified are signs of growth,
because they reflect a greater av/areness of need for growth.
Lack of struggle is a sure sign of spiritual stagnation. The
most common struggle identified was finding time for the family
to readj study and discuss the Scripture together.
Question number forty asked participants to identify the
most and least helpful components of the project experience.
Responses regarding the most helpful parts of the experience
were relatively evenly divided among home Scripture reading
(mentioned by eleven respondents), meditation/family discussion
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(nine respondents), group sharing and discussion at the weekly
sessions (eight respondents) and group Bible study lectures
(seven respondents). Three persons identified iraplementation
of the fruit of the Spirit as most helpful. Several persons
named two or more components as most helpful.
Fewer responses identified some part of the experience as
"least helpful." Two persons said everything was helpful, while
the same number called the Bible study lecture least helpful.
Two persons each also listed the home Bible reading and the
weekly group sharing time as least helpful. Downgraded, too,
were the length of the sessions (especially for the children)
and a lack of participation of other family members in a home.
(Question number forty-one inquired as to whether the study
had met the expectations of the participants and why (or why
not) and asks what could have made the experience more fruitful
for the participant. Most persons who supplied an answer indi
cated that the study had met their expectations. This was true,
said most of the satisfied respondents, primarily because of
an increased awareness of the fruit of the Spirit and how to
cultivate those fruit.
Respondents identified ways the experience could have been
more helpful. These responses can be divided into two broad
categories: areas where the structure and content of the weekly
group sessions could have been improved and areas related to
the spiritual formation experience in the home. Several parti
cipants felt that the study sessions should have been structured
to incorporate more discussion and personal sharing (even role-
playing) and less lecture time. Also suggested were ideas to
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utilize audio-visuals and/or printed handouts in lieu of
lecturing, and to provide more activities for the children.
From the homefront, project participants acknov/ledged
several changes that would have made the experience more
spiritually fruitful for them. The most frequent responses
listed were the need for other persons to join them in the
project at home and the need for a greater commitment of time
to the experience. Closely related to the latter was the
acknowledgment of the need to increase the disciplines of
prayer and Bible study. Pivotal for all phases of growth was
the recognition by some respondents of the need to surrender
their will to God in order for God to work in them.
Question number forty- two offered participants the oppor
tunity to make v/hatever additional comments they desired re
garding the study. Fewer persons ansv/ered this question than
the previous open-ended questions. Several offered overall
praise for the experience. One person asked for help in v/ays
to budget family time for carry out the disciplines of the
study. Persons also suggested that the sessions should have
been shorter, with less lecture and less formality. Another
person suggested that it would have been better to group the
youth by themselves rather than have them sit through the
lectures with adults.
As for verbal responses by the participants during the
weekly group sharing times, several mature insights were
revealed by the adults. Participants acknov/ledged the diffi
culty of adhering to the home disciplines. Time allotment and
the intrusion of television were cited as obstacles, as was the
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need to make spiritual growth a personal and family priority.
An awareness of spiritual formation was evident when one small
group said that devotions must be "lived" if they are to have
value.
In reflecting upon joy and peace, participants recognized
the need to celebrate the good, to rejoice in the Lord and to
look for the good in circumstances and people. Even so, the
group recognized the difficulty in rejoicing in times of
suffering and in living without being anxious. The key, they
realized, is to cultivate faith through prayer.
In thinking about patience and kindness, the participants
found the two home readings. Proverbs l6:2/f and Ephesians 4:1-3,
to be helpful to their understanding. It was painfully acknowl
edged that we are often kinder and more patient v/ith strangers
and outsiders than we are v/ith our families.
Parents v/ere especially concerned that their children are
influenced in our society by those who speak v/ith empty v/ords
(cf. Ephesians 3:6-10). Pursuit of goodness leads us to culti
vate friendships with "good" people and to be v/ary of those who
might lead us astray. The goal here, the group realized, is
"to try to learn what is pleasing to the Lord" (Ephesians
3:10 RSV),
Testing the Hypothesis
Elaborate statistical analysis of the objective data could
no doubt add mathematical precision to this evaluation. But
such precision would be artificial in the realm of spiritual
formation. Even such computations as "Fruit of the Spirit
Index" and "Christian Maturity Index" offer only limited
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accuracy and objectivity. The two questionnaires utilized in
this study have provided a somewhat objective v/indow through
v.'hich to view the spiritual growth of the project participants.
But a spiritual ^urney is too complex for precise analysis by
anything less than divine assessment. Only God can truly put
our hypothesis to the test.
Several factors must be considered in analyzing this
project. It must be realized that participants entered this
project with various personality dispositions and at various
levels of Christian maturity (not all fruit on the vine have
the same sv/eetness ! ) . The questions themselves may not all
properly address the fruit of the Spirit intended by the
doctoral candidate. There are surely flaws in the question
naire construction. The survey instrument v;as not pre-tested
to get the "bugs" out of it. On the response side, partici
pants no doubt answered the questions with varying degrees of
understanding and with varying ability to assess the behavior
in question in their lives. The possibility also exists that
not every (question was answered honestly.
The evaluation of this project must also take into account
that this has only been a five week experience. Christian
spiritual formation is a life-long project of the Holy Spirit
in our lives. To measure Christian growth over a five week
span is something like doing an analysis of the New York Stock
Exchange by scrutinizing Dow Jones Industrials averages for
five consecutive days in one week. During any given week,
those figures may rise or fall dramatically (or both!) or
remain relatively constant. The overall long-term health of
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the stock market cannot be accurately assessed from such a
myopic view. Nor can the spiritual health or grov/th of a
Christian be fairly evaluated by the changes in a five week
period. The spiritual growth of a Christian, even a devout,
consecrated disciple, will reflect a similar pattern of peaks
and valleys. The project questionnaires do not provide sta
tistical factors for this reality. A longer period of time
between the two questionnaires would have provided a better
view of the change in the Spiritual fruitfulness in the lives
of the project participants.
Given these disclaimers, it now becomes necessary to con
sider the hypothesis of this study. The hypothesis is:
"Families v/ho faithfully study and yield to the transforming
pov/er and principles of God's Word will experience an increas
ingly Christ-like character in their family relationships.
Specifically, as family miembers begin to embody the fruit of
the Spirit, their home will begin to reflect a particular Christ
like nature." It is assumed here that th"� fruit of the Spirit
listed by Paul in Galatians 3:22-23 are the definitive virtues
representative of a Christ-like life.
Throughout this study, the Bible has been the primary
formative source for spiritual growth, both in the group
sessions and in the home spiritual exercises. The responses
by the participants on the two questionnaires provide objective
data by v/hich to evaluate change in the Christian "fruitful
ness" of the respondents between April 2 and May 7, 1989.
That data indicates that the hypothesis is true, at least as
lOZf
Observed under the limitations of this study. The group scores
for each individual fruit of the Spirit, with the exception of
one, all show a positive change, a growth toward Christ-likeness,
during the project period. Twenty-one scores reflect an
increase in the Christian Maturity Index while only six scores
declined. Furthermore, the average increase in the Christian
Maturity Index was 6.58 points v;hile the average decrease was
only 2,72, A comparison of the overall group average Christian
Maturity Index scores reflects a positive movement, for the
group as a whole, toward the character of Christ. The data
from the personal feedback questions supports this conclusion
as well.
Conclusions
Just as Christians experience peaks and valleys in their
journey to spiritual maturity, this project has had both
successes and shortcomings. The four major formative components
of the study, the home Scripture readings, the famxily discussion/
personal meditation in the home, the weekly group sharing and
discussion sessions and the weekly group Bible study lectures,
v;ere cited by questionnaire respondents as the most helpful
parts of this experience. These four pillars of the project
apparently served the formative experience well, though there
was a small minority of participants who named the home Bible
reading, lectures and group sharing sessions as least helpful
parts of the experience. The overwhelming affirmation of these
components attests to their value in spiritual formation, while
the dissenting voices remind us that not all spiritual gardens
are cultivated with the same tools.
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One goal of this study was to make it an intergenerational
experience, especially to include families v/ith minor-aged
children at home. Trying to provide biblical instruction for
such a broad age range was quite challenging and perhaps over-
ambitious. My lecture material was developed primarily for
adults. The Agapeland and Shining Star materials were quite
well suited for the two to ten year olds. But the eleven to
sixteen year olds were somev/hat shortchanged. In retrospect,
I would agree with the questionnaire respondent who said that
these youth should have met separately rather than sitting
through the lectures with the adults. This study would have
been a much better study with better planning for the partici
pants aged eleven to sixteen.
On the subject of the weekly study sessions, several par
ticipants suggested some modification of the lecture format of
those sessions. This project could have been improved with
the lectures shortened to allov/ more time for discussion and
sharing ajnong the participants. At the first session in par
ticular the lecture portion was far too lengthy. An improved
schedule v/ould have the lecture material spread over more
sessions, (This arrangement, of course, v/ould require a com
mitment of the participants to attend more sessions). Parti
cipant feedback also suggested the use of additional teaching
tools and methods such as printed handouts, audio-visual
resources and role-playing. The handouts v/ould no doubt have
increased retention of the study material, and role-playing
could have enhanced the transition from study facts to real
life application for the participants.
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As noted in the previous section, the duration of this
project was really far too brief to fairly cultivate and moni
tor spiritual growth. An improved approach would be to offer
spiritual guidance to the participants over a longer time
period and thereby acknowledge the lifelong nature of spiri
tual formation. Even so, the participants in this study
revealed remarkable maturity and candid assessments of
themselves in their journey toward Christian fruitfulness.
Most participants appeared to approach this project quite
earnestly.
The two questionnaires developed for this study seem to
have served their purpose well. No participant mentioned any
fault v/ith these instruments and overall the questions were
answered clearly and v/ell. Some of the questions might be
used for developing role-play situations in future studies of
this type.
From this project and other experiences in parish 'ministry
I have learned that the best advertising for church activities
is v/ord of mouth. For all the effort and money expended in
promoting this study throughout the greater Asheville area, the
only persons outside the Haywood Street congregation v/ho parti
cipated in this study were those personally invited by members
of our congregation. Yet these persons were not assimilated
well into our study group fellowship, since several "outsiders"
dropped out of the project prior to the third session. Changing
the study session format to include more group interaction
might assist the bonding of new persons with the local church
family, especially if persons vdth similar family settings are
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grouped together.
A certain amount of attrition is inevitable in any ongoing
group activity. The rate of decline might be reduced if parti
cipants were told up front about the commitment involved. Some
persons may have attended our first group session anticipating
a typical Bible study class. Perhaps an informal introductory
gathering and/or printed handout might have been used to present
the components of the projectc Such a step might v/ell have
eliminated some of the dropouts before the sessions began.
This project failed to address at least tv/o issues which
caused dissonant chords in the spiritual formation of several
participants. Some in the group struggled with family spiritual
formation when one or more members of their families showed
little or no vdllingness to participate with them in the forma
tional disciplines. This stumbling block fostered a certain
amount of pain and resentment for some participants. Spiritual
formation, of course, will be quite limited in the lives of
those who fail to cooperate willingly v/ith the re-creative
Spirit of God through His means of grace. For a family unit
to be truly formed in the image of Christ, all mem.bers of that
family must vdllingly yield to the transforming power of Christ.
The biggest barrier to our being formed into Christians is our
failure to surrender our vdll to the vdll of Christ.
A second obstacle noted by several participants has to do
vdth the discipline of time management. Even v/hen we truly
desire to be Spiritually formed into the likeness of Christ,
we often have a tough time pulling it off. We often fail to
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maintain a disciplined time of family Scripture reading,
prayer or discussion. No two family members have the sajne
schedules. Our frantic modern lifestyle gobbles up our tim^e
and energy like a demonic dragon,
I tried to address this issue, if indirectly, by selecting
brief, yet pertinent and powerful. Scripture texts for daily
home reading. Beyond these there was nothing further to read.
Participants were instructed simply to meditate upon the pas
sages, discuss the areas of their lives touched by the texts-
and pray for growth in that area of fruitfulness. There is a
certain sense that spiritual formation is learning by doing,
or, better, learning by yielding to the transforming power of
God, There is no quick-fix substitute to replace the actual
practice of spiritual disciplines. But the participants might
have been helped by some attention to Christian time management
early in our project. Even more to the point, though, would
be an honest discussion of the excuses and barriers which we
allow to derail our attention to spiritual disciplines. Words
of both encouragement and accountability would help put us
back on the right track.
Implications for Ministry
This study has reaffirmed the vitality and formative power
of Scripture, The participants realized more of the practical
applications of the Bible for daily life, and the potential of
the home setting for Christian family formation. Together we
have learned that Christian forming and Christian ministry
occur more powerfully in the home setting than on a church pew.
Ordinary family times are of extraordinary importance in the
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Riaking of Christians. The Church will take a great step forward
when it helps families to cultivate Christian character in the
home.
As leader of this study and as the pastor for most of the
participants, I observed the vdllingness of this group to share
both joy and pain, both successes and struggles, in their
common Christian walk. Christian community as a formative
channel of God becam^ more evident. There was a widespread
desire to see that others traveled a similar road along life's
journey. There is a great kinship and mutual encouragement in
what the New Testament calls Ko^VoV^'k, "community," "fellow
ship," what Wesley called "Christian conference," The Church
vdll grov/ stronger and more personal and loving as it encourages
Christian community, yfi.oLVoyCi^^ in each congregation.
This study group revealed a hunger to drav/ upon the power
and the relevancy of God's Word. There v/as excitement in
finding direction and hope for living the life of faith. There
v/as joint reaffirmation that only in a vital sustained rela
tionship vdth Jesus Christ will we experience faithful and
fruitful lives. There can be no greater implication for the
Church's ministry than this.
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'fruit of -l^e Sp'^'^'i''
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A spiritual formation series for the Christian family, focusing upon the development
of the "fruit of the Spirit" (Galatians 5:22-23) in family relationships. The study
will be held on six (6) consecutive Sunday evenings April 2 through May 7� 1989 at
7:00 PM in the fellowship hall of Haywood Street United Methodist Church in Asheville, NC,
This is a family project for the entire family. Nursery care will be provided for
infants and toddlers. Children aged 2 years and above will be included in the study
with materials designed for their age level. The Rev, Norman Hubbard, pastor of
Haywood Street Church, will lead the study. This study is free of charge, but advance
registration is required. To register, call 252-if%4 or 298-8021 by Wednesday
March 29, 1989, Each participant will need a Bible, pen, and spiral notebook for
the sessions, Haywood Street United Methodist Church is located at 297 Haywood Street
in Asheville, NC, Just off Patton Avenue (across from Meeker Lincoln-Mercury),
>
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'?The fruit oTthe Spirit is.
(Galatians 5:22-23)
"He who abides in
me bears much
fruit"
(John 15:5)
Jesus said, "I
am the vine, you
are the branches*^
(John 15:5)
A MINISTRY OF HAYWOOD STREET UNITED METHODIST CHURCH
Appendix C
Dear Colleague in the Kingdom:
297 Haywood Street - Asheville, North Carolina 28801 - Phone (704) 252-4564
February 21, 1989
TlQyiuood Slrgpt Tlnitpd TlflpllioJisl Edarcfi
You and the families of your congregation are imrited to participate in a Bible
study and spiritual formation experience offered as a ministry of Haywood Street United
Methodist Church. "CULTIVATING THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IN THE HOME" will focus upon
helping Christians to develop the*fruit of the Spirit" within their family relationships.
Galatians 5t22-23 pixivides the scriptural base for the st^udy sessions v^ch will be
held on six (6) consecutive Sundays immediately following Easter (April 2 through May 7�
1989) in the fellowship hall of Haywood Street United Methodist Church in Asheville. The
1-|- - 2 hour sessions begin at 7:00 P. M. weekly. Specially graded ciirriculum resources
will allow all family members aged two years through adult to participate in a study of
Paul's ninefold fruit of the Spirit. (Nursery care will be provided for infants and
toddlers). Through directed Bible study and the work of the Holy Spirit, families will
atten5)t to integrate the fruit of the Spirit in their daily horaelife each week.
Christian families like yours and mine striiggle to behave like Christians in the
home. This study and formational experience of key Christ-like virtues (the fruit of
the Spirit) can strengthen the spiritual health and Christian witness of our families.
It will also facilitate the crucial parental nurture of children into the abundant life
offered us through Jesus Christ.
Please extend this invitation to your congregation and to your Christian friends.
This is a ministry of love offered by Haywood Sti*eet United Methodist Church to our
brothers and sisters in Christ in the greater Asheville aree. The enclosed flier gives
additional details. If you can use more of these, please give me a call. The registra
tion deadline is March 29, 1989-
Grace and Peace,
Norman A. Hubbard, Pastor
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"CULTIVATING THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IN THE HOME"
(A Ministry of Haywood Street United Methodist Church)
Registration Form Registration Number
1 ) Name
2) Telephone Number
3) Marital Status (Check One):
a) Single c) Divorced^
b) Married d) Widow(er)
k) Other Family Members Who Will Participate With You:
a) Spouse: Yes No
b) Children: Yes No
5) If Answer To Question L^h Is "Yes", Please List The Names
And Ages Of The Children Who Will Attend With You:
REGISTRATION DEADLINE MARCH 29, 1989
Appendix E
"CULTIVATING THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IN THE HOME"
Scripture Texts for Family Spiritual Formation
Read each text v/ith an ear open not so much for learningtacts as for listening to God. Think about v/hat the text says
about Goa (or Jesus Christ or the Holy Spirit) and your rela
tionship to God. Talk about how the text speaks to your
family situation. Affirm those areas v/here your family is
faithful to God's message. Be open to the transforming power
of Goa's Word to help you grow where growth is needed. Pray
personally, specifically about your family's interaction with
the text. Encourage each person to participate in the reading,
discussion and praying. Covenant together as a family to
cultivate the fruit of the Spirit v/ithin your daily family
life.
April 3-9
Life in Christ/Love
Jeremiah 17:7-8; John 1^:16
John 15:1-8
John 3:16; i John z^: 19-21
Mark 12:28-31; Luke 10:2^-37
2 Corinthians 3:1^-13;
Proverbs 10: 12
1 Peter A: 8
1 CorinthiaJTLS 13:Zf-7; 16: H
April 10-16
Joy/Peace
Psalm 32:11; Proverbs 17:22
Philippians Zf : 4
John 16:20; Luke 2Zf: 30-33
John 13:9-11;
1 Thessalonians 3: 16-18
Romans 3:1-3; John 1/^:23-27
Matthew G:Z^3k; John 16:33
Philippians A: 6-7;
Matthew 3:9
April 17-23
Patience/Kindness
Psalm 103:8; 2 Peter 3:8-9
James 3: 7-1 1
Colossians 1:11-12; Ephesians Z+: 1-3
Proverbs 16:2/+
Ephesians 2:Zf-7; 4:30-32
Colossians 3:12-13
April 24-30
Goodness/Faithfulness
Psalm 16:1-2; 31:19; 37:3
Leviticus 19:11; 1 Thess 3:13
Ephesians 3:6-10
Psalm 1 17: 1-2; 1 19:89-90
Lamentations 3:22-23;
1 Corinthians 4:1-2
Matthew 23: 14-^30
May 1-7
Gentleness/Self^Control
Matthew 3:3; 1 1 : 28-30
James 1:19�21
Galatians 6: 1-2;
2 Timothy 2:23-26
Proverbs 23:28;
1 Corinthians 9; 24-23
1 Corinthians 6:19-20
Luke 9:23-23
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"CULTIVATING THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IN THE HOME"
Pre-Project Questionnaire Registration Number
April 2, 1989
Please read and answer each of the following questions carefully
CHECK ONE (y/) of the five responses available for questions numbered
1 through 36� Try to be as fair and honest as possible. Describe
yourself as you are, not as you would like to _be,
1, I disagree with others in a humble rather than an arrogant manner
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
2, I feel at ease in my relationship with my friends and my family.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
3. I do thoughtful "little things" for others.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom
4, I put the needs of others before my own,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom
3, I feel at ease in my relationship with God,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom
6, I live WITHOUT gloom and despair in my life.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom
7, I tell the truth,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom
8. I can be trusted by my family and friends.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
Never
Pre-Project Questionnaire April 2, 1989
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9. I speak words of praise and appreciation to others,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
10, I control my tongue when tempted to say something cruel or
spiteful,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
lU I eat healthy foods in proper quantities.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
12, Jesus would approve of the material I read, the music I listen
to and the TV programs and movies I watch.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
13� I keep my temper under control.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
14� I honor God with the way I care for and use my body.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
13� I stick to a task when it takes longer than I expected.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
l6� I obey the rules and laws of my home, school and community.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
17, I am generous in sharing my time, money and energy with others.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
18. I tell the members of my family daily that I love them.
Always . Often Sometimes Seldom Never
19, Smiling and laughing sire a normal part of my day.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
Pre-Project Questionnaire April 2, 1989
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20, I rejoice to be alive even in times of trouble,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
21, I treat all people fairly,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
22, I keep the promises I make,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
23. '*Vhen I hurt someone I apologize to the person I have wronged,
_
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
24� My family and friends can count on my support when they are
in trouble,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
23. When a store clerk gives me too much change back from a
purchase, I return the portion that is not mine,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
26, I encourage others rather than put them down.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
27, I continue to love people even after they cause me pain.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
28, The tone of my voice is gentle, not rough and loud.
Always
� Often Sometimes Seldom Never
29, The presence of God in my life stirs me to sing His praises.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
30, I am courteous to my friends and family.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
Pre-Project Questionnaire April 2, 1989
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31. I remain calm in times of crisis.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
32. I treat others with tenderness and compassion.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
33. I complete the work I am supposed to do by the time it is
scheduled to be done.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
3k� I calmly wait when others are slow at getting things done.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
33� I accept people as they are.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
36. I keep quiet to hear what others have to say.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom ^ Never
PLEASE ANSWER THE FOLLOWING QUESTIONS IN YOUR OV/N WORDS:
37. In what ways do you think you and your family best display
Christian character in your daily home life?
Pre-Project Questionnaire April 2, 1989
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38, Under what circumstances do you find it most difficult to
reflect Christ-like character at home?
39. V/hat do you hope to gain from this experience, "CULTIVATING
THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IN THE HOME"?
Appendix G
"CULTIVATING THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IN THE HOME"
Post-Project Questionnaire Registration Number
May 7, 1989
Please read and answer each of the following questions
carefully. Check ONE (/) of the five responses available for
each question. Try to be as fair and honest as possible.
Describe yourself as you are, not as you would like to be.
1. I attend church regularly.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
2. I feel at ease in my relationship with my family and friends.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
3. I speak words of praise and appreciation to my family and
friends,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
4. I keep my temper under control at home.
Always _Often Sometimes Seldom Never
3, I live my life according to the righteousness of God^
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
6. I try to reconcile my quarrels rather than keep them going.
Always Often Sometimes ^Seldom Never
7. My family and friends can count on my keeping my
commitments to them.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
Post-Project Questionnaire May 7, 1989
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8. I pray for those who mistreat me.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
9. I eat healthy foods in moderation and avoid junk food,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
10, I treat my family and friends with tenderness and compassion,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
n , I tell the truth.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
12, I am courteous to my family and friends,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
13. I treat all people fairly, including my family and friends.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
14. I disagree with others in a humble rather than an arrogant manner
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
13. I feel at ease in my relationship with God.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
16. The tone of my voice is gentle, not harsh and loud.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
17. I keep quiet to hear what others have to say,
^
Always Often Som>etimes Seldom Never
18. Jesus would approve of the material I read, the music I listen
to, and the TV programs and movies I watch.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
Post-Project Questionnaire May 7> 1
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19. I control my tongue when tempted to say something cruel or
spiteful.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
20, I thank God even in times of trouble.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
21, I remain calm in times of crisis.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
22, I put the needs of others before my own.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
23. My personality is both soothing and strong.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
2/f, I accept people as they are,
Always Often Seomtimes Seldom Never
23, I treat others as I would like to be treated,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
26, The pleasure of Christ in my heart brings a smile to my face
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
27, I am sensitive to the hurts of others, including my family
and friends,
Alv/ays Often Sometimes Seldom Never
28, I maintain a life of honesty anc integrity
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
29, I can be trusted by my family and friends.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
Post-Project Questionnaire May 7, 1989
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30, I accept the fact that God works in my life according to His
purposes and according to His timetable,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
31. I do thoughtful "little things" for others,
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
32, I calmly wait when others are slow at getting things done.
Always Often, Sometimes Seldom Never
33. I say "No!" to those who tempt me to do something which I
know to be wrong.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
34. I keep the promises I make.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
33. God fills my life with joy.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
36. My heart is merry, not depressed.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
37. (I/My family) read the daily Scripture lessons for this study.
Always Often Sometimes Seldom Never
38. (I meditated upon/My family discussed) these Scripture texts
and the corresponding fruit of the Spirit in relation to
(my/our) day-to-day life.
Always Often ^Sometimes Seldom Never
Post-Project Questionniare
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� How has this experience affected you/your family? How have
you struggled? How have you succeeded?
40, This experience has had several components: group Bible study
and sharing; home ;5cripture reading, meditation/discussion and
implementation (putting the fruit of the Spirit into practice).
What has been the most helpful part of this experience?
V/hat has been the least helpful part of this experience?
41. Did "Cultivating the Fruit of the Spirit in the Home" meet the
expectations you had at the start of the study? V/hy or why not?
Vvliat could have made this experience a more fruitful one for you7
42. Use this space to make any additional comments you may have
regarding your experience with "Cultivating the Fruit of the
Spirit in the Home". If you need additional space, use the
back of this page. Thank you for taking part in this project.
Appendix H
"CULTIVATING THE FRUIT OF THE SPIRIT IN THE HOME"
(A Ministry of Haywood Street United Methodist Church)
Registration Number^
Name
Mailing Address
Telephone Number
Names and Ages of Children Participating in This Study
PERMISSION STATEMENT
I hereby grant Norman A. Hubbard permission to use my
responses to this questionnaire in the preparation of his doctoral
dissertation, with the understanding that my name will not be used.
Signed Date
Appendix I
C704) 2S2-4564
REV. NORMAN A. HUBBARD
Pastor
Haywood Street
United Methodist Cliurch
297 HAYWOOD STREET
ASHEVILLE. NORTH CAROLINA 28801
Dear
Thank you for participating in the spiritual formation ex
perience, "Cultivating the Fruit of the Spirit in the Home."
I have scored the questionnaireCs) you filled out and have
recorded the results on the next page. If you filled out both
questionnaires, results from each one are given for comparison.
Each of the nine fruit of the Spirit was represented by four
multiple choice questions on each questionnaire. Scoring was
done by assigning a numerical value to each possible response
as follows:
If your answer to a Then the "score" you received
question was: for that question was:
Always 100
Often 75
Sometimes 50
Seldom 25
Never 0
Each of the two questionnaires was scored separately.
Responses to the four questions for each fruit" of the Spirit
were averaged to produce a "Fruit of the Spirit Index" for each
of the nine fruit. Then all thirty-six scores were averaged
to calculate your "Christian Maturity Index." This "Christian
Maturity Index" should give you an idea of your overall
Christian maturity, taking into account both your strengths
and your weaknesses.
These questions were carefully designed to focus upon the
presence of the fruit of the Spirit in our daily lives. Even
so, these questions do not perfectly measure our Christian
maturity. Only God truly knows how "fruitful" we are in
relation to Him and to our neighbor. The figures on the next
page, then, are not divinely accurate. However, I believe
they do reflect fairly your relative strengths and weaknesses
among the fruit of the Spirit, As you examine your scores,
celebrate the harvest God has graciously produced in your
spiritual garden. Then trust Him and assist Him to increase
the yield even more. May God richly bless the harvest of the
Spirit in your live!
Grace and Peace,
Norman A, Hubbard
piuiT OF THE SPIRIT \ ^^^^^i.^'
j Questionnaire
May 7, 1989
Questionnaire
Change
Love
Index
Joy
Index
1
1
Peace
Index I
i
Patience
Index
Kindness
Index
Goodness
Index
Faithfulness
Index
i
!
j
Gentleness
Index
i
i
Self-control
Index
i
: 1
1
1
Christian
Maturity
Index
j
J
i
Appendix J
Average Scores of Project Parti cipajits
Fruit of
the Spirit
Questionnaire Change
April 2, 1989 May 7, 1989
Love
Index 68. 17 69.91 + 1.74
Joy
Index 67.01 74.31 +7.30
Peace
Index 67.82 74.19 +6.37
Patience
Index 61.57 67.13 + 5.56
Kindness
Index 65.74 72.92 +7.18
Goodness
Index 83.57 77.89 -5.68
Faithfulness
Index 82.6a 89. 12 +6.48
Gentleness
Index 62.73 64.81 +2.08
Self-control
Index 61.81 71.41 +9.60
Christian
Maturity
Index
69.00 73.52 +4.52
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Appendix K
Correlation of "Faithfulness to Discipline" and Change in
Christian Maturity Index During the Project Periodduu i , A�^�t�i;:� � ��^?y "
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Change in Christian Maturity Index Scores
Between April 2 and May 7, 1989
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